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NORTH AFRICA

Libya

Libya lodges lawsuit against Israel with the International Court of Justice (Libya Observer) By Abdul Kader Assad
December 22, 2023

Libya's ambassador to the Netherlands, Ziyad Daghim, said that Libya and a group of countries led by Palestine had filed a lawsuit with the
International Court of Justice against Israel.

Daghim added in a statement to Al-Wasat TV that Libya and other countries requested that a hearing of the lawsuit be scheduled in next February.

The lawsuit aims to prosecute the Israeli occupation for the mass murders it commits in the Gaza Strip, where the death toll in 75 days has reached about 20,000 Palestinians, half of whom are children and
women, in addition to starving the residents of the Gaza Strip and depriving them of water, medicine, and electricity.

On November 17, the International Criminal Court, based in The Hague; Netherlands, announced that it had received requests from five countries to investigate war crimes committed by Israel in the Gaza Strip
and the West Bank.

The Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, Karim Khan, said that he had received a request from South Africa, Bangladesh, Bolivia, the Comoros and Djibouti, to investigate the situation in the
Palestinian territories.

The South African President said that his country believed that Israel was committing war crimes and genocide in Gaza, where thousands of Palestinians were killed and hospitals and public infrastructure
facilities were destroyed.
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Putin Still Raking in a Fortune From Wagner Group (Newsweek) By Kaitlyn Lewis
December 13, 2023

The Russian government has brought in more than $2.5 billion from the African gold trade since Russian President Vladimir Putin launched its
invasion of Ukraine in February 2022.

Putin's profit, according to the Blood Gold Report, released this month, is driven by the Wagner Group's influence in large parts of Africa, where the private military company (PMC) has established a foothold
in recent years by offering security services and paramilitary assistance. Authors with the research program write that Wagner has "exclusive rights" to the largest goldmine in the Central African Republic
(CAR), the Ndassima mine, "in return for propping up an authoritarian regime."

Wagner has also established control of a major gold refinery in Sudan, which, according to the Blood Gold Report, has allowed the PMC "to become the dominant buyer of unprocessed Sudanese gold, with
multiple accounts of Russian military transport planes shipping processed gold out of the country." CNN reported in July 2022 that Russian officials began smuggling gold from Sudanese mines almost
immediately after launching the war in Ukraine, according to sources familiar with the matter.

"In CAR and Sudan, where Wagner-linked entities are already subject to international sanctions, Kremlin actors rely on complex smuggling routes and corporate subterfuge tactics to extract large amounts of
blood gold out of Africa to destinations such as Russia and the [United Arab Emirates] where it can be mixed with other legitimate sources of gold and converted to cash," according to the Blood Gold Report, a
research program launched in September to investigate the link between Western mining companies, authoritarian governments in Africa and Wagner mercenaries.

Newsweek reached out to Russia's Foreign Ministry for comment Wednesday evening.

In Mali, Wagner forces are being paid in cash by the military junta that took over the western African country in 2021. According to the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), Wagner forces first
began deploying to Mali with the support of the Russian armed forces just months before Putin invaded Ukraine, and have played a key role in establishing the junta's control.

The Blood Gold Report said that members of the PMC are paid up to $10.8 million per month by the Malian government, which is funded largely by the tax revenues collected from a handful of Western-owned
gold-mining companies in the country.

According to the project's authors, the gold extracted from African countries is "laundered into international markets that provides billions in revenue to the Russian state, thereby directly and indirectly
financing Russia's war on Ukraine and global hybrid warfare infrastructure."

Following Wagner chief Yevgeny Prigozhin's death in August, the Russian military has taken full control of the PMC, which has played a major role in Putin's aggression in Ukraine. Wagner forces have
repeatedly been accused of committing war crimes both in its fight against Ukraine as well as in parts of Africa in order to establish control.

"The ultimate objective of Wagner's playbook is to increase its clients' dependence on Wagner forces to stay in power, thereby securing a long-term revenue stream for the Kremlin and fostering
authoritarianism and instability throughout the region as part of Russia's wider geopolitical strategy to distract and bog down the democratic West," read the Blood Gold Report.

"Since the death of [Prigozhin], the mercenary group has formally come under the control of the Russian State," the report continued. "Yet the Kremlin's focus on Africa, and its blood gold operations, show no
signs of changing."

At least 20 villagers are killed during a rebel attack in northern Central African Republic (The Boston Globe) By Jean Fernand Koena
December 22, 2023

At least 20 villagers are killed during a rebel attack in northern Central African Republic (The Boston Globe) By Jean Fernand Koena December 22, 2023
https://www.bostonglobe.com/2023/12/22/world/least-20-villagers-are-killed-during-rebel-attack-northern-central-african-republic/ BANGUI, Central African Republic (AP) — At least 21 people, including
children and a soldier, were killed by rebels during attacks targeting a security outpost and a village in northern Central African Republic, according to local authorities.

BANGUI, Central African Republic (AP) — At least 21 people, including children and a soldier, were killed by rebels during attacks targeting a security
outpost and a village in northern Central African Republic, according to local authorities.

“The rebels first attacked the army checkpoints, killing one person and wounding several others, before attacking the civilian population, killing about 20 people,” Ernest Bonang, a federal lawmaker who
represents Nzakoundou, the village attacked Thursday.

The assailants burned down houses in the village, which has been “emptied of its population,” Bonang said.

The mineral-rich but impoverished Central African Republic has faced intercommunal fighting since 2013, when predominantly Muslim Seleka rebels seized power and forced then-President Francois Bozize
from office. Majority-Christian militias later fought back, also targeting civilians in the streets.

The United Nations, which has a peacekeeping mission in the country, estimates the fighting has killed thousands and displaced over a million people, one-fifth of the country’s population.

No one immediately claimed responsibility for the latest attack, but locals blamed the 3R, or Return, Reclamation, Rehabilitation group, one of many militia groups in northern CAR. The group claims to be
fighting to protect the minority Peuhl population but has been accused of mass killings and looting of villages since it emerged in 2015.

“The rebels have once again turned my town into a bloodbath,” Josephine Helari, the mayor of Ndim, said. “Today, many families are homeless and forced to leave their homes because their homes were burned
down.”

Helari also urged authorities to do more to end the violence in northern CAR where rebels have defied security measures and efforts introduced under President Faustin Archange Touade.

“This security tension clearly shows that the state has forgotten the region,” said Ozias Carrière Lagbo, a member of the opposition. “Even though there is a detachment of the military (in the area), there is a
lack of military means to deal with any incident.”

UN Deploys Force To Site Of C.Africa Massacre (Agence France Press) December 27, 2023

The United Nations on Wednesday said it was deploying peacekeepers to northwestern Central African Republic, where 23 civilians were killed last
week in a massacre blamed on rebels.

Fighters believed to be from the notorious 3R armed group attacked the village of Nzakoundou on December 21 and left 23 civilians dead, the UN said in a statement.

The village was torched and the population is thought to have "fled into the bush", it added.

An unspecified number of peacekeepers from the UN's force in the country, MINUSCA, is approaching the village with the aim of "strengthening security in the area and facilitating the access of humanitarian
aid to the population".

Civil war has plagued the CAR, one of the world's poorest countries, since a Muslim-dominated armed coalition called the Seleka ousted former president Francois Bozize in 2013.

Bozize raised his own predominantly Christian and animist militias, known as the anti-Balaka, to regain power.

Civilians are often victims of the conflict, with the United Nations accusing all sides of perpetrating war crimes and crimes against humanity.

The 3R is one of the most powerful of the armed groups and criminal gangs produced by the conflict, although fighting has become less intense in recent years.

President Faustin-Archange Touadera repelled a siege of the capital Bangui by a rebel coalition in late 2020 with the help of Russian paramilitaries, but some remote areas of the country remain outside
government control.
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Lake Chad Region — Chad, Nigeria, Niger, and Cameroon

Nigeria Supreme Court blocks release of separatist leader Kanu (Rueters) By Camillus Eboh
December 15, 2023

Nigeria's Supreme Court on Friday overturned a judgment by a lower court that dropped terrorism charges against separatist leader Nnamdi Kanu,
ruling that trial on the charges should continue.

Kanu, a British citizen who leads the banned Indigenous People of Biafra (IPOB), disappeared from Nigeria after skipping bail in 2017. He was arrested in Kenya in 2021 and charged with terrorism.

Friday's ruling by Judge Lawal Garba reinstating Kanu's seven-count terrorism trial at a lower federal court has effectively extended his detention, which began two years ago after his arrest.

"Even though illegalities were committed with the deployment of brutal force to invade his home after he was granted bail and the extraordinary rendition (from Kenya) into the country, there is no legislation
yet that has ousted the jurisdiction of the court to try him," Garba said.

Kanu had denied the charges of terrorism and knowingly broadcasting falsehoods, which are linked to social media posts he issued between 2018 and last year.

Kanu's IPOB campaigns for the secession of a part of southeastern Nigeria where the majority belong to the Igbo ethnic group. Nigerian authorities have labeled IPOB a terrorist organisation.

An attempt by the southeastern region to secede as the Republic of Biafra in 1967 - the year that Kanu was born - triggered a three-year civil war that killed more than 1 million people.

At least 113 killed in attacks in central Nigeria, local officials say (CNN) December 26, 2023

The death toll in weekend attacks in the central Nigerian state of Plateau has risen to 113, a local official said on Monday, in a region where clashes
between herders and farmers are common.

It is the worst outbreak of violence in Plateau since May, when more than 100 people were killed in farmer-herder attacks.

AFP news agency had cited the Nigerian army on Sunday as saying 16 people were killed in the latest attacks.

Monday Kassah, the acting chairman of Bokkos Local Government Area of Plateau State, said 113 people had been killed in the attacks on Saturday and Sunday.

“The attacks were well-coordinated. Not fewer than 20 different communities were attacked by the bandits,” he said. “We have recovered 113 dead bodies from those communities. We have recovered more than
300 injured.”

Kassah did not say who was responsible for the attacks. He added that the injured had been taken to hospital.

A Plateau police spokesperson could not be reached for comment.

Plateau is one of several ethnically and religiously diverse hinterland states known as Nigeria’s Middle Belt, where inter-communal conflict has claimed hundreds of lives in recent years.

The violence is often painted as ethno-religious conflict between Muslim herders and mainly Christian farmers. But climate change and expanding agriculture are also major factors.

The French Ministry of Foreign Affairs condemned the attacks “in the strongest possible terms” in a statement on Tuesday.

“France calls for the perpetrators of these attacks to be identified and brought to justice, and assures the Nigerian authorities of its full solidarity,” the statement read.
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Dozens Killed in Jihadist Attack in Central Mali: Local Sources (The Defense Post) December 14, 2023

An attack in central Mali this week, blamed on jihadists, left dozens of soldiers and civilians dead, local sources said Thursday.

However, the Malian army reported only that it had repelled a “terrorist” attack on the Farabougou camp on Tuesday without mentioning casualties.

Central Mali is a hotbed of the violence that is plaguing the Sahel region.

As elsewhere in the country, gathering and verifying information is complicated by the difficulty of accessing remote sites or independent sources.

The Mali authorities, dominated by the colonels who took power by force in 2020, are reluctant to talk about losses suffered and claim to have the upper hand over the armed groups.

A local politician, speaking on condition of anonymity for his own safety, told AFP that “the jihadist attack on Farabougou left around sixty soldiers and civilians dead.”

He also reported that some people have been missing since the attack.

The army camp fell into the hands of the jihadists who, following their usual modus operandi, then quickly left the scene, he added.

“If we count the military and civilian dead and the people we haven’t heard from, that’s at least 62 people,” said another resident who also insisted on remaining anonymous.

He himself said he had no news of two of his brothers.

“I don’t know if they have been killed or if they are on the run or in hiding.”

‘Repelled a Terrorist Attack’ A government employee also spoke of “dozens and dozens of victims” and reported that Farabougou, a town of a few thousand inhabitants, had been emptied.

The army acknowledged on Thursday that an attack had taken place, saying in a brief statement that it had delivered “a vigorous response that repelled a terrorist attack targeting the Farabougou camp.”

Since 2012, Mali has been battling an Islamist insurgency that erupted in the north of the vast West African state, claiming thousands of military and civilian lives.

Violence has subsequently swept the country while spilling over into neighboring Burkina Faso and Niger — inflaming ethnic tensions along the way.

After seizing power three years ago, Mali’s junta ditched the country’s alliance with former colonial power France, preferring rapprochement with Moscow.

The junta has also ordered out the UN’s Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA), which had for the past decade maintained around 15,000 soldiers and police in the country.

The withdrawal, which is due to be completed this month, has exacerbated tensions between the military and rebel groups.

Farabougou is in the Niono Cercle region, which has been hard hit for years by violence from the Al-Qaeda-linked coalition Support Group for Islam and Muslims (GSIM), as well as from self-defense groups
based on traditional Dozo hunters.

In 2020, the town became a symbol of the unrest when it was besieged by jihadists. Mali’s new strongman, Colonel Assimi Goïia, who had come to power in a putsch a few weeks earlier, visited the area to test
the authorities’ ability to restore security.

The army later returned to Farabougou.
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Uganda

Dominic Ongwen transferred to Norway to serve his sentence of imprisonment (International Criminal Court) December 17, 2023

On 18 December 2023, Dominic Ongwen was transferred to a prison facility in the Kingdom of Norway to serve his sentence of imprisonment. Mr
Ongwen is the fifth person transferred by the International Criminal Court ("ICC" or "Court") to a State that has indicated its willingness to accept
sentenced persons.

On 9 November 2023, the Presidency of the ICC designated Norway as the State of enforcement for the sentence of imprisonment of Mr Ongwen, pursuant to article 103 of the Rome Statute. The Presidency
noted that the enforcement of the sentence of imprisonment shall be subject to the supervision of the Court and shall be consistent with widely accepted international standards governing the treatment of
prisoners.

The transfer of Mr Ongwen to Norway occurred with the close cooperation of the Norwegian authorities and the support of the Dutch authorities. The ICC relies on the support from States for the enforcement
of its sentences and is highly appreciative of the voluntary cooperation of Norway in this case.

Background: On 4 February 2021, Trial Chamber IX found Dominic Ongwen guilty for a total of 61 crimes comprising crimes against humanity and war crimes, committed in Northern Uganda between 1 July
2002 and 31 December 2005. On 6 May 2021, Trial Chamber IX sentenced Dominic Ongwen to 25 years of imprisonment.

On 15 December 2022, the Appeals Chamber confirmed the decisions of Trial Chamber IX on Dominic Ongwen’s guilt and sentence. The conviction and the sentence are now final. Furthermore, a phase
dedicated to the reparations to victims is ongoing.

Rebel attack in western Uganda claims 10 lives (Anadolu Ajansi) By Hamza Kyeyune 
December 19, 2023

At least 10 people are confirmed dead following a Monday night attack in western Uganda allegedly by Allied Democratic Forces (ADF) rebels.

At least 10 people are confirmed dead following a Monday night attack in western Uganda allegedly by Allied Democratic Forces (ADF) rebels.

According to preliminary findings by police, 10 armed assailants attacked and fatally burnt 10 people in Kyitehurizi trading center, Kyabandara parish in Kamwenge sub-county, located near Kibale National
Park.

A manhunt, led by Joint Security Agencies, is currently underway, and further updates will be provided as the investigation progresses, police said in a statement.

Uganda Peoples’ Defense Forces (UPDF) spokesperson Brig. Gen. Felix Kulayigye told journalists that an operation was underway to apprehend the assailants.

“The army has been deployed in the district to hunt for the attackers. According to the Gombolola (Country) internal security officer, between five to 10 people are dead in the attack, but I'm yet to confirm the
number,” he said.

The army spokesperson explained that the assailants were ADF remnants who were searching for food and in the process killed the locals. He added that their commander known as Kamusi was arrested last
week and two of his bodyguards were killed in the Kibale National Park in western Uganda.

This comes days after Uganda’s President Yoweri Museveni said on Dec. 13 that at least 200 members of ADF rebels were killed in airstrikes led by Uganda in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

"We have been carrying out air attacks on the terrorists in Congo, 200 of them were killed," President Museveni said on X.

Uganda and the DRC launched a joint offensive in 2021 to drive the ADF out of their Congolese strongholds, but have so far failed to put an end to the group's attacks.

In March, the United States announced that it was offering a reward of up to $5 million for any information that would lead to the group's leader, a Ugandan in his forties named Musa Baluku.

The rebels are accused of having massacred thousands of civilians in DR Congo in recent years and of carrying out attacks on Ugandan soil. In October, two tourists, a British man and a South African woman
on their honeymoon, as well as their guide, were killed while on safari in Queen Elizabeth National Park in the west of the country.

Court rules ex-LRA commander Kwoyelo to answer 78 of 93 charges, 14 dropped (The Independent) By Hamza Kyeyune 
December 19, 2023

Prosecution has secured a ruling of a case to answer in 78 charges in the ex-LRA commander Thomas Kwoyelo case. The High Court International
Crimes Division has ruled that Thomas Kwoyelo alias Latoni has a case to answer in 78 out of 93 charges.

Loss of the 14 counts is attributed to death, relocation, loss of memory, and advanced age of some prosecution witnesses who could not testify. The matter has been adjourned to 19th January 2024 for mention.

Kwoyelo Thomas alias Latoni was being prosecuted by the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (ODPP) for 93 crimes including Crimes Against Humanity and War Crimes among others committed
during the rebellion of the Lords Resistance Army (LRA) against the Government of Uganda from 1992-2005.

Following the ruling, Kwoyelo Thomas alias Latoni will be defending himself in 78 offences including grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions including Murder, Pillaging, Cruel treatment, Violence to life,
Outrages against the dignity of a person under the Geneva Conventions Act of 1964, Crimes Against Humanity under customary international law including Torture, Rape, Enslavement, Imprisonment and
Other inhumane acts, crimes under the Penal Code Act including Murder, Attempted murder, Rape, Kidnap with intent to murder, and Aggravated Robbery.

A panel of four judges is hearing the case and comprises Justice Michael Elubu – Head, Justice Stephen Mubiru, Justice Duncan Gaswaga and Justice Andrew Bashaija.

Details of the case In a ruling delivered on Monday at the ICD sitting in Gulu High Court Circuit, Justice Elubu noted that the 14 charges were dropped due to insufficient, or lack of evidence presented by the
prosecution. They include procuration of unlawful carnal knowledge, kidnapping with intent to murder, Hostage-taking, and murder under The Penal Code Act, and War Crimes committed in violation of
Article 3 of The Geneva Conventions.

Justice Elubu however ruled that Kwoyelo has a case to answer concerning the remaining 78 charges and ordered him to put up a defence on the counts. Kwoyelo had appeared before the four-member panel of
judges of the ICD for a ruling on whether he had a case to answer following a submission made by the defense lawyers earlier this year.

The other judges were Duncan Gaswaga, Stephen Mubiru, and alternate Judge Andrew Bashaija. The defense lawyers submitted that the prosecution has not established a prima facie case in all three categories
of crimes in the indictment to warrant the accused person to be called to his defense. They also argued that in all instances, there was insufficient evidence to establish a link between the accused and the acts
attributed to him, arguing that Kwoyelo never knew of or ordered the alleged attacks.

The judges however overruled the defence lawyer’s submission. “For the above discourse, the objection raised by counsel for the defense is accordingly overruled,” Justice Michael Elubu ruled. In his ruling,
Justice Elubu notes that Kwoyelo has a case to answer in 78 charges related to War Crimes committed in violation of Article 3 common to the Geneva Conventions, the Penal Code Act, and customary
international law.

The crimes include enslavement, imprisonment, attempted murder, rape, torture, inhumane act, murder, outrages against personal dignity, violence to life and person, cruel treatment, and pillaging. Justice
Elubu notes that while putting up his defense, Kwoyelo will have to choose the options he will use for making a defense.

He says Kwoyelo can choose to make his defence on oath which will attract cross-examination from the state decide to give evidence not on oath and escape cross-examination or also choose to remain silent.
“Any one of these modes you chose, you are at liberty to call your witnesses,” says Justice Elubu. Kwoyelo’s defense lawyer, Caleb Alaka, prayed for an adjournment so that they take their client through the 78
charges and guide him on what he doesn’t remember and the testimonies of some state witnesses.

Alaka also notes that the defense intends to bring in between 15 to 20 witnesses who will cover the aspect of their client’s background, childhood, abduction, and issues surrounding his operation while in
captivity. Justice Elubu consequently adjourned court to January 19 when Kwoyelo will return to court for mention in his case before a date for a defense hearing is fixed.

Evans Ochieng, the accused defence lawyer welcomed the ruling saying it’s a relief for their client. He says their client will now be able to offer a defence on the remaining charges adding that they are hopeful he
will be exonerated of more charges.

Jacquelyn Okui, the Public Relations Officer in the Office of the Director of Public Prosecution (DPP) says they lost the 14 charges against Kwoyelo because the prosecutor encountered several challenges during
the time of adducing evidence. She says some of the witnesses during the investigation were living in the Internally Displaced People’s Camp (IDP) but relocated while others developed memory loss, and some
died.

Kwoyelo’s trial commenced in September 2018 and has been in custody at Luzira Maximum Prison since 2009 after being captured by the Ugandan Army in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) in March
same year. He is the first among the top LRA commanders facing a domestic court on crimes between 1992 and 2005 in Kilak county in present-day Amuru district.
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Rwandan national wanted for genocide crimes expected back in Cape Town court (Eyewitness News) By Ntuthuzelo Nene 
December 15, 2023

The Rwandan national wanted for genocide crimes is expected back in the Cape Town Magistrates Court on Wednesday.

Fulgence Kayishema faces 56 charges, all relating to immigration-related offences.

It's understood he had been living in South Africa under an alias for years before he was tracked down and arrested in Paarl in May.

The case was postponed in October for the State to receive documents related to Kayishema's entry into South Africa.

At the last appearance, the State informed the court that the investigation into his alleged fraudulent entry into the country was still incomplete.

Passport documents have not yet been received from the Malawian embassy, while documents on the representations Kayishema made when he entered South Africa at the Komatipoort border were also still
outstanding.

Kayishema is also facing an extradition case in the Western Cape High Court.

Authorities want to transfer him to Arusha, Tanzania to answer for his alleged involvement in the 1994 Rwandan genocide.

He's accused of taking part in the torching of a church in Rwanda where 2,000 Tutsi people were burnt to death.

Rwandan doctor given 24-year jail sentence in France over 1994 genocide (Al Jazeera) December 20, 2023

A Rwandan doctor was sentenced by a Paris court on Wednesday to 24 years in prison for his role in the 1994 genocide in his home country.

After a deliberation lasting nearly 15 hours, Sosthene Munyemana, 68, was found guilty of charges of genocide, crimes against humanity and participation in a conspiracy to prepare those crimes. He has denied
any wrongdoing and his lawyers said he would appeal the decision.

The six-week-long trial at the Assize Court in Paris came nearly three decades after a complaint was filed against Munyemana in the southwestern French city of Bordeaux in 1995.

Munyemana, who was impassive as the verdict was handed down, was immediately jailed. He is the sixth suspect to have faced trial in France over the 1994 massacres in which an estimated 800,000 minority
Tutsis and moderate Hutus who tried to protect them, were killed over 100 days.

At the time, Munyemana was a 38-year-old gynaecologist in Tumba, in Rwanda’s southern university district of Butare.

He has been accused of co-signing in April 1994 “a motion of support” for the interim government that supervised the genocide and of participating in a local committee and meetings that organised roundups
of Tutsi civilians.

Munyemana was then a friend of Jean Kambanda, head of the interim government.

He acknowledged participating in local night patrols organised to track Tutsi people but said that he did it to protect the local population. Witnesses saw him at checkpoints set up across the town where he
supervised operations, according to prosecutors.

Munyemana was also accused of detaining several dozen Tutsi civilians in the office of the local administration that was “under his authority at the time,” and of relaying “instructions from the authorities to the
local militia and residents leading to the roundup of the Tutsis,” among other things.

Prosecutors said there was evidence of “intentional gathering meant to exterminate people,” and that Munyemana “couldn’t ignore” that they were going to be killed.

Munyemana arrived in September 1994 in France, where he has been living and working until he recently retired. Members of the Rwandan community in France first filed a complaint against him in 1995.

In recent years as relations improved with Rwanda, which has long accused France of “enabling” the genocide, France has increased efforts to arrest genocide suspects and send them to trial.

Belgium Jails Rwandan For Life Over 1994 Genocide (Barron’s) December 22, 2023

A Belgian court on Friday sentenced a Rwandan former militia leader to life in jail for dozens of murders and rapes committed during the 1994
genocide.
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Advocates Demand Compensation for U.S. Drone Strike Victims in Somalia (The Intercept) By Nick Turse 
December 18, 2023

Two dozen human rights organizations called on the Pentagon Monday to make amends to a Somali family following an investigation by The Intercept
of a 2018 U.S. drone strike that killed a woman and her 4-year-old daughter.

The 14 Somali groups and 10 international organizations devoted to the protection of civilians urged Defense Secretary Lloyd J. Austin III to take immediate action. The family is seeking an explanation, an
apology, and compensation.

“New reporting illustrates how in multiple cases of civilian harm in Somalia confirmed by the U.S. government, civilian victims, survivors, and their families have yet to receive answers, acknowledgement, and
amends despite their sustained efforts to reach authorities over several years,” reads the open letterOpens in a new tab, which was shared with The Intercept.

The April 1, 2018, attack in Somalia killed at least three, and possibly five, civilians, including 22-year-old Luul Dahir Mohamed and her 4-year-old daughter Mariam Shilow Muse. A U.S. military investigation
acknowledged the deaths of a woman and child but concluded their identities might never be known. This reporter traveled to Somalia and spoke with seven of their relatives. “They know innocent people were
killed, but they’ve never told us a reason or apologized. No one has been held accountable,” said Abdi Dahir Mohammed, one of Luul’s brothers. “We’ve been hurt — and humiliated.”

The Pentagon’s inquiry found that the Americans who conducted the strike were confused and inexperienced and that they argued about basic details, like how many passengers were in the targeted vehicle,
according to a report obtained by The Intercept under the Freedom of Information Act after multiple requests, appeals, and a lawsuit. The U.S. task force members mistook a woman and a child for an adult
male and killed Luul and Mariam in a follow-up strike as they ran from the truck in which they had hitched a ride to visit relatives. Despite this, the investigation — by the unit that conducted the attack —
concluded that standard operating procedures and the rules of engagement were followed. No one was ever held accountable for the deaths.

The human rights advocates’ letter asks Austin to “take immediate steps to address the requests of families whose loved ones were killed or injured by U.S. airstrikes in Somalia” after the U.S. military ignored
repeated attempts by another of Luul’s brothers, 38-year-old Abubakar Dahir Mohamed, to contact U.S. Africa Command, or AFRICOM.

“For more than five years, we have tried to make sure the identities of Luul and Mariam are known to the U.S.,” Abubakar wrote in a recent op-edOpens in a new tab for The ContinentOpens in a new tab. “I now
know that the U.S. military has admitted not only to killing Luul and Mariam, but doing so even after they survived the first strike. It killed them as Luul fled the car. … The U.S. has said this in its reports, and
individual officers have spoken to journalists. But it has never said this to us. No one has contacted us at all.”

Congress appropriates millions of dollars annually for the Defense Department to compensate families of civilians killed or injured in U.S. attacks, but the Pentagon has shown an aversion to confronting its
mistakes and rarely makes compensation payments, even in cases as clear cut as this one.

“The U.S. response thus far stands in stark contrast to this administration’s stated priorities of mitigating, responding to, and learning from civilian harm,” reads the letter. “We urge the Department of Defense
to urgently make long-overdue amends in consultation with Abubakar’s family and their representatives, including condolence payments and an explanation for why their demands appear to have been ignored
until now.”

When asked if Luul’s family deserves compensation and if an apology and amends would be offered, the Office of the Secretary of Defense replied, “We do not have anything to provide for you on this right
now.” AFRICOM also failed to answer The Intercept’s questions about contacting Luul’s family and providing compensation.

Last year, in response to increasing public reporting on America’s killing of civilians; underreporting of noncombatant casualties; failures of accountability; and outright impunity in AfghanistanOpens in a new
tab, Libya, IraqOpens in a new tab, Somalia, Syria, Yemen, and elsewhere, the Pentagon pledged reforms. The 36-page Civilian Harm Mitigation and Response Action Plan, known in Washington as the CHMR-
AP, provides a blueprint for improving how the Pentagon addresses noncombatant deaths, but lacks mechanisms for addressing past civilian harm.

“Although the CHMR-AP does not specifically provide for a re-examination of past incidents, nothing in the CHMR-AP prevents review of incidents in light of new information and appropriate reconsideration
of past assessments and decisions under the improved processes and practices that the CHMR-AP seeks to establish,” Pentagon spokesperson Lisa Lawrence wrote in an email response to The Intercept’s
questions.

“Making good on the Defense Department’s commitments to improve how the U.S. prevents and responds to civilian harm must include reckoning with the harms of the last 20-plus years of U.S. operations,”
said Annie Shiel, U.S. advocacy director of the Center for Civilians in Conflict, one of the signatories of the letter. “The U.S. has at its disposal at least $3 million annually to make condolence payments to
civilian victims and survivors — payments that we know provide both tangible assistance and symbolic meaning for families grieving and rebuilding from unimaginable loss. In this case and in others in Somalia
and around the world, the U.S. owes it to survivors to make amends in whatever way is most meaningful for them — be that a formal apology, answers about what happened to their loved ones and why,
condolence payments, or other assistance.”

The letter was also signed by Airwars, Amnesty International USA, the Association of Concerned Africa Scholars (USA), Caddalaad Doon, Coalition of Somali Human Rights Defenders, Columbia Law School
Human Rights Institute, Hiraan Women Development and Family Care, Human Rights Watch, Juba Aid for Peace and Development Organization, Jubaland Youth Leaders, Kalkal Human Rights Development
Organization, Marginalized Community Advocacy Network, PAX, People’s Aspiration and Human Rights Organization, Reprieve US, Resilience Hope Foundation, Somali Awareness and Social Development
Organization, Somali Legal Action Network, Victim Advocates International, Waamo, Women and Child Support Organization, Youth Initiative and Human Rights Advocacy, and Zomia Center. In addition to
the 2018 strike investigated by The Intercept, the letter mentions several other cases in which U.S. attacks in Somalia harmed civilians, including a 2020 drone strike that killed a teenage girl as she was sitting
down to dinner with her family. Her relatives have also been trying for years to contact the U.S. in search of an explanation but have received no response, the letter says.

Advocates say that the deaths of Luul and Mariam provide the Pentagon with a unique opportunity to make good on long-standing promises to improve its mitigation of civilian harm and learn from past
mistakes. A drone pilot and analyst, who served in Somalia the year Luul and Mariam were killed and spoke on the condition of anonymity, said the attack was no anomaly. “When I went to Africa, it seemed
like no one was paying attention. It was like, ‘We can do whatever we want,’” he told The Intercept. When he counted the civilians he knew the U.S. had killed and compared that tally with publicly announced
figures, he said, “the numbers just didn’t add up.”

“Our clients in this case began attempting to contact AFRICOM and the DoD in the immediate days after Luul and Mariam were killed and have followed every procedure these institutions have made
available,” said Clare Brown, the deputy director of Victim Advocates International, an organization that supports victims of serious international crimes, including war crimes, and is now representing Luul’s
family. “We are in the process of compiling a case which we intend to transmit to the U.S. through every possible portal, in the hope of finally getting a response. The family has the same ask they have been
making for the past five and a half years — for both compensation and to be told, face to face, what happened to their sister and her daughter on that day in April 2018.”

Luul’s family was traumatized by the airstrike and has suffered for more than half a decade. Her brothers say their elderly father — who died earlier this month — never recovered from his daughter’s sudden
death. Luul’s 6-year-old son, Mohamed Shilow Muse, constantly asks why Luul left him and is terrified of being alone. If he sees or hears a drone, he hides beneath a tree.

“Since the strike, our family has been broken apart. It has been more than five years since it happened, but we have not been able to move on,” Abubakar wrote. “But in all that time, even as we have contacted
[the U.S. government] in every way we know how, we have never been able to even start a process of getting justice. The U.S. has never even acknowledged our existence.”
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Ethiopia’s Displacement Crisis: A Tangle of Conflict, Drought, and Human Rights Concerns (BNN) December 26, 2023

The International Organization for Migration (IOM) has released alarming statistics indicating that Ethiopia is grappling with a serious internal
displacement crisis. As per the reports, an estimated 3,459,881 internally displaced persons (IDPs) are scattered across 2,544 assessed and
accessible sites, accounting for a staggering 701,449 households. This crisis has been primarily triggered by conflict, which has dislocated
approximately 2.2 million individuals, making up 64.66% of the total IDP population.

Conflict and Drought: Dual Catastrophes Conflict isn’t the sole factor causing this mass displacement. Drought, the second major reason, has forced around 612,250 individuals to abandon their homes,
contributing to 17.7% of the total displacement. The Somali region in Ethiopia has borne the brunt of drought-induced displacements with 410,749 individuals impacted, accounting for 67.1% of the total IDPs
affected by drought in the country.

On the flip side, the Tigray region has witnessed the highest number of conflict-induced displacements. An estimated 943,285 individuals have been displaced, constituting 42.2% of the country’s conflict-
displaced IDP population. The data starkly highlights the devastating impacts of both environmental and conflict-related crises on Ethiopia’s population.

Urgent Need for Humanitarian Intervention The severity and scale of displacement underscore the urgent need for humanitarian assistance and sustainable solutions for the displaced communities. As
Ethiopia’s population grapples with the dual crises of conflict and drought, the international community must rally together to provide urgent relief and support.

Human Rights Concerns Amid Displacement Crisis Amid this displacement crisis, the USA-based NGO, Genocide Prevention in Ethiopia, has voiced concerns about the deteriorating human rights situation in
Ethiopia. The organization has reported plans by the government to forcefully repatriate Amhara genocide survivors to the areas they fled from, despite the ongoing violence and lack of safety. The situation is
likened to sending Jewish escapees back to Auschwitz before the end of World War II, underscoring the gravity of the crisis.

This move has sparked calls for international intervention to avert a potential humanitarian disaster. The demands include ensuring the survivors’ safety, holding accountable those responsible, compensating
for losses, and officially recognizing the genocide.

Migration Crisis Spills Over to Yemen As the displacement crisis in Ethiopia escalates, its ripple effects are felt in neighboring Yemen. Yemeni security authorities have had to intervene in a bloody clash
between Ethiopian immigrants, which resulted in ten deaths and dozens injured. In response, the authorities are transferring migrants to temporary camps in Mansoura and Sheikh Othman.

The President of Oromo Human Rights, Arafat Jibril Barki, has pointed out that these confrontations emerged due to the Ethiopian authorities’ refusal to receive migrants from the Amhara and Tigray
nationalities. The situation has resulted in thousands of migrants heading to Yemen, exacerbating the already dire humanitarian conditions in the region.
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The Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina, War Crimes Chamber

Bosnia: Mostar Anniversary Underscores Refusal to Acknowledge Crimes (Balkan Insight) December 20, 2023

Bosnia made little real progress this year in pursuing justice for the crimes committed during the 1992-95 war, while the 30th anniversary of the
destruction of Mostar's Old Bridge only underscored an enduring divide.

In 2023, Bosnia and Herzegovina marked 30 years since the destruction of Mostar's iconic Old Bridge and the wartime film screenings that would evolve into the world-renowned Sarajevo Film Festival, but
made slow progress when it comes to justice for the crimes committed during the 1992-95 conflict.

The November 8 anniversary of the day Bosnian Croat tank rounds brought down Mostar's 16th century bridge over the Neretva was indicative of the refusal of some to face the crimes committed in their name.

Only Bosniaks marked the destruction of the bridge, built under Ottoman Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent and a symbol of Bosnia's place as a crossing point of empires, religions and cultures.

The Mostar city authorities were not represented at the commemoration, nor were local Croat leaders.

"It's shameful that the commemorations are so short, that no Croats are attending, and that everything is kept so modest," said Nedzad Kasumovic, a former soldier of the Bosnian government army and who
filmed the bridge's collapse into the emerald waters of the Neretva.

In a report published in mid-November, Council of Europe human rights commissioner Dunja Mijatovic said the failure to "fully confront" the causes and crimes of the Yugoslav wars of the 1990s continues to
have devastating consequences for respect for human rights, the rule of law and social cohesion in the countries of the former Yugoslavia.

As time passes, criminal prosecutions are becoming more difficult, Mijatovic warned.

Bosnia is no exception. It again failed to meet a deadline to deal with all remaining war crimes cases, extending the deadline for a second time to end-2025.

Srebrenica indictment

In the last 18 months, Bosnia has issued only two indictments concerning the 1995 Srebrenica massacre of some 8,000 Muslim men and boys by Bosnian Serb forces, a crime that the United Nations war crimes
tribunal in The Hague ruled was genocide.

The most recent indictment, from December 2023, charged Ljubomir Vlacic, Vitomir Pepic, Milovan Ognjenovic, Goran Viskovic, Zeljko Dupljanin, Ratko Vujovic, and Vlastimir Golijanin with intentionally
aiding a joint criminal enterprise to commit genocide against Bosniaks from Srebrenica in July 1995.

These men, identified as wartime commanders or soldiers of the Bosnian Serb army, are accused of capturing Bosniak men and boys fleeing Srebrenica's fall in the municipalities of Sekovici and Vlasenica
between July 15 and 23, 1995.

"The shooting and killing of 20 victims was committed in the said way at the Pola pit location (Hasimova Rupa), 39 victims [were killed] at the Bisina-Dolina Krajevi location, and six victims, including one
woman, at the Jarovlje-Piskavica location," the prosecution said in a statement.

"The victims' bodies were found, exhumed and identified after the war, so the identity of all 65 people killed at those three locations is known."

In mid-December, Bosnia's State Investigation and Protection Agency, SIPA, arrested seven others in connection with Srebrenica.

According to SIPA, they are suspected of committing criminal acts under individual and command responsibility, as well as aiding genocide. They are all former commanders or members of the Zvornik Brigade
of the Bosnian Serb army.

"The suspects are linked to the shooting and killing of around 800 victims of Bosniak nationality at the Orahovac site, following the fall of the Protected Zone of Srebrenica," the State Prosecutor's Office said.

Final verdict

In May, the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals in The Hague found top Serbian state security officials Jovica Stanisic and Franko Simatovic "responsible as participants in a joint criminal
enterprise" for war crimes committed by Serbian forces in Bosnia and Croatia and sentenced them each to 15 years in prison.

Both men had been acquitted in 2021 of involvement in a joint criminal enterprise and convicted only of aiding and abetting a special state security unit that committed crimes in the Bosanski Samac area of
Bosnia.

But appeal judges found that the trial chamber erred in assessing the defendants' roles, arguing that the two men "possessed the shared intent to achieve the common criminal purpose".

Presiding judge Graciela Gatti Santana said the prosecution had eliminated any doubt that the Serbian State Security Service had paid leaders of the paramilitary Serbian Volunteer Guard of notorious warlord
Zeljko 'Arkan' Raznatovic.

The verdict was final court confirmation of what had long been known — that the Serbian state apparatus had been deeply involved in the war crimes committed in Bosnia and Croatia by Serb forces.

One of those was the three-and-a-half year siege of the Bosnian capital, Sarajevo, by Bosnian Serb forces in the hills above the city.

The 2023 edition of the Sarajevo Film Festival recalled the film screenings during the siege that reflected and encouraged the city's spirit of defiance.

Seven films shown during the war by Obala Open Stage, in the basement of the Academy of Performing Arts, were replayed during this year's festival, which is still organised by the Obala Art Centre.
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Serbia: Year of Frustration and Delay in Facing Wartime Past (Balkan Insight) By Milica Stojanovic
December 27, 2023

Serbia began 2023 with the conviction of four Serb men for involvement in the abduction of 20 passengers — who were later killed — from a train in
1993 during the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but by the end of the year the verdict had been overturned.

Only one war crimes indictment was issued during the 12 months; like most other cases for which indictments are raised in Serbia, it was taken over from authorities in Bosnia.

In February, days before the 30th anniversary of the Strpci railway station killings, Belgrade Higher Court sentenced three men — Gojko Lukic, Dusko Vasiljevic and Jovan Lipovac — each to 10 years in prison
and fourth, Dragan Djekic, to five years.

The court found that Lukic, Vasiljevic and Djekic were members of a notorious Serb paramilitary unit, Avengers, led by Milan Lukic, who was jailed for life by the United Nations tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia in The Hague in 2012. Lukic was convicted of war crimes in the eastern Bosnian town of Visegrad, but not for the Strpci deaths.

Lipovac was a Bosnian Serb soldier at the time.

The captives, mainly Bosniaks from Serbia or Montenegro, were seized from the train just after it entered Bosnia en route from Serbia to Montenegro and taken to a school in nearby Prelovo, where they were
beaten. They were then executed in a house in the village of Musici.

The four defendants were convicted of beating the captives in Prelovo and taking them to the house in Musici.

Critics questioned the relatively short sentences given the gravity of the crime, but said the verdict was at least a step forward in the fight for justice in the Strpci case.

Just 10 months later, however, the Court of Appeal in the Serbian capital quashed the verdict, finding that the Higher Court had erred in not considering a defence proposal to question Milan Lukic and two
others. A retrial was ordered, the date of which has still to be announced.

The Court of Appeal also cited discrepancies in the testimony of key prosecution witness Mitrasin Glisic, raising doubts over whether he was actually able to see what he claimed to have witnessed.

Marina Kljajic, a representative of the victims' families, said the ruling had left the families "very frustrated and dissatisfied and feeling like people whose fates no one in this country has ever wanted to treat
seriously".

One indictment issued

Belgrade Higher Court started six new cases during 2023.

In one, Miomir Jasikovac, wartime military police commander of the Bosnian Serb army's Zvornik Brigade, was sentenced to five years in prison after agreeing to plead guilty in January over his participation in
crimes related to the 1995 Srebrenica massacre of some 8,000 Bosniak men and boys, a crime the UN court in The Hague ruled was genocide.

Milorad Kotur, a former police reservist in northwestern Bosnia, pleaded not guilty in February to participating in the killing of 51 people in the village of Donji Dubovik near Bosanska Krupa in two separate
incidents in July and August 1992. He described in detail, however, how a number of them were taken from the Serb-run Omarska detention camp and then shot dead.

In March, former Yugoslav army officer Dusan Loncar pleaded not guilty to ordering an attack on the Croatian village of Lovas in 1991 that left several civilians dead.

The following month, Bosnian Serb former police reservist Lazar Mutlak pleaded not guilty to rape in Gorazde, Bosnia, in May 1992.

The trial of Bosnian Serb former soldier Novak Stjepanovic, charged over the abduction of 14 Bosniak civilians in the village of Borkovac, of which seven were later executed, was scheduled to start in May, but in
June the court merged the case with another against Stjepanovic for wartime rape in Bratunac in June 1992.

The only indictment issued in 2023 by the Serbian war crimes prosecutors concerned the killing of 78 Bosniak civilians from villages around Velagici, in the Bosnian municipality of Kljuc, in June 1992, a case
which like most other was taken over from Bosnian prosecutors.

Ilija Krcmar, Svetislav Racic, Zeljko Bajic, Nikola N. Cuk and Nikola D. Cuk went on trial in November. All defendants pleaded not guilty and, with the exception of Svetislav Racic, refused to speak; Racic said
he would make a defence statement. What was supposed to be the final hearing of the year in December was postponed for procedural reasons.

Biggest cases drag on The most important cases in Serbia, concerning Srebrenica and Kosovo, made slow progress.

Twelve hearings were scheduled in the case against seven Bosnian Serb police officers charged with involvement in the killing of 1,313 Bosniak men in the Kravica warehouse following the fall of Srebrenica to
Bosnian Serb forces.

In this case, only one witness was questioned, five hearings heard written evidence, four were postponed and one was cancelled in advance. A hearing in June returned the trial to the start.

In another ongoing case concerning Srebrenica, against Bosnian Serb soldier Milenko Zivanovic, eight hearings were scheduled in 2023 and two were postponed. The court heard 11 witnesses, among them
Vinko Pandurevic, wartime commander of the Bosnian Serb army's Zvornik Brigade and who was jailed by the UN tribunal for Srebrenica.

In the most important Kosovo-related case, the Belgrade Higher court scheduled only seven hearings for the whole year.
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Eleven former members of the 177th Yugoslav Army Unit are standing trial for war crimes in the western Kosovo villages of Zahac/Zahaq, Cuska/Qyshk, Pavlan and Ljubenic in May 1999. They are accused of
killing at least 118 ethnic Albanians.

Out of seven scheduled hearings, one was rescheduled and two postponed. The court heard only one witness, in a closed session, and heard a number of other written witness statements.

Twenty years after they were arrested, Serbian former state security chief Jovica Stanisic and his deputy Franko Simatovic were sentenced in The Hague to 15 years each for crimes committed by Serbian
fighting units during the wars in Bosnia and Croatia as part of a 'joint criminal enterprise' to force out non-Serbs.

This verdict was the first court confirmation of Serbia's long-denied involvement in the wars in Croatia and Bosnia.
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Turkey calls on U.S. to use influence to halt Israeli attacks on Gaza -Turkish source (Reuters) December 17, 2023

Turkish Foreign Minister Hakan Fidan asked his U.S. counterpart Antony Blinken in a call on Sunday for Washington to use its influence over Israel to
halt Israeli attacks on Gaza and the West Bank, a Turkish diplomatic source said.

Turkey, which supports a two-state solution to the decades-old conflict, has harshly criticised Israel, calling for a full ceasefire and for Israeli leaders to be tried in international courts for war crimes, and
slammed Western support for Israel. Washington, Israel's closest ally, has repeatedly said it supports Israel's right to defend itself after the cross-border rampage by Hamas militants on Oct. 7, but has stepped
up calls on Israel to act with restraint in its campaign, which has killed nearly 19,000 people, according to Gaza health officials, and laid much of the Gaza Strip to waste. Fidan told Blinken that the situation in
Gaza and the West Bank was worsening due to the Israeli attacks, the source said. Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan told U.S. President Joe Biden on Thursday that the United States had a historic
responsibility to achieve a ceasefire in Gaza. "Fidan emphasised the need for Israel to be made to sit at the (negotiating) table after a full ceasefire is achieved, in order to start a process aimed at realising a fair
and lasting peace based on a two-state solution," the source added. While Turkey has slammed Israel as a "terror state" for its attacks on Gaza, it has maintained its commercial ties, drawing criticism from
opposition parties and some regional powers. Trade Minister Omer Bolat said on Friday that Turkey's trade with Israel had dropped 48% since Oct. 7, and that most of the trade was being carried out by
international firms operating in Turkey. He added that goods being sent to Palestinians also had to go through Israel. The source said Fidan and Blinken also discussed bilateral ties, Sweden's NATO
membership bid, which the Turkish parliament is yet to ratify, and Ankara's request to purchase F-16 fighter jets from the United States. "During the call, in which the importance of acting in line with the spirit
of alliance was emphasised, Sweden's NATO bid, the F-16 issue and cooperation on defence industry were among issues over which views were exchanged," the source said, adding the call was held at Blinken's
request. Turkey asked in October 2021 to buy 40 Lockheed Martin Corp (LMT.N) F-16 fighters and 79 modernization kits for its existing warplanes. The Biden administration backs the $20 billion sale, but
there have been objections in the U.S. Congress over NATO member Turkey's human rights record and over its delaying the Swedish bid. After long-time non-alignment, Sweden applied to join NATO to bolster
its security in response to Russia's full-scale invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, but has been left waiting due to resistance from alliance states Turkey and Hungary.  

Turkey's Erdogan says Israeli PM Netanyahu no different from Hitler (Reuters) December 27, 2023

Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan said on Wednesday that Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was no different from Adolf Hitler and likened
Israel's attacks on Gaza to the treatment of Jewish people by the Nazis.

NATO member Turkey, which supports a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, has criticised Israel's air and ground assault on Gaza, called it a "terror state" and said its leaders must be tried in
international courts.

Sharpening his rhetoric, Erdogan said Turkey would welcome academics and scientists facing persecution for their views on the conflict in Gaza, adding Western countries supporting Israel were complicit in
what he called war crimes.

"They used to speak ill of Hitler. What difference do you have from Hitler? They are going to make us miss Hitler. Is what this Netanyahu is doing any less than what Hitler did? It is not," Erdogan said.

"He is richer than Hitler, he gets the support from the West. All sorts of support comes from the United States. And what did they do with all this support? They killed more than 20,000 Gazans," he said.

Netanyahu responded by saying the Turkish president should be the last person to lecture Israel.

"Erdogan, who commits genocide against the Kurds, who holds a world record for imprisoning journalists who oppose his rule," Netanyahu said in a statement, "is the last person who can preach morality to
us."

Despite its criticism of Israel, Turkey has maintained commercial ties, drawing a backlash from opposition parties and Iran. Ankara says trade with Israel has fallen sharply since Oct. 7, when the Palestinian
militant group Hamas launched a deadly cross-border rampage that killed 1,200 people, prompting Israel to launch its war on Hamas.

Unlike its Western allies and some Arab nations, Turkey does not view Hamas as a terrorist organisation.

Netanyahu Accuses Erdogan of 'Genocide' After Turkish Leader Compares Him to Hitler (The Jewish Voice) By Joel B. Pollack
December 27, 2023

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu accused Turkey's president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, of "genocide" against the Kurdish people after
Erdogan claimed Wednesday that Netanyahu was "no different than Hitler" due to Israel's war against Hamas.

The Jerusalem Post reported that Erdogan made the accusation in a speech Wednesday:

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu "is no different than" Nazi leader Adolf Hitler, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan claimed in a Wednesday speech.

Erdogan said that Netanyahu was no different from Hitler and likened Israel's attacks on Gaza to the treatment of Jewish people by the Nazis.

…

Earlier in December, the Turkish president said that Netanyahu would be tried as a war criminal over Israel's ongoing offensive in the Gaza Strip, referring to the Likud party leader as the "butcher of Gaza."

Comparing Israel to the Nazis is considered a form of Holocaust denial and antisemitism.

Netanyahu responded, in a statement released by the Government Press Office:

"Erdogan, who is committing genocide against the Kurds and who holds the world record for imprisoning journalists who oppose his regime, is the last person who can preach morality to us.

The IDF, which is the most moral army in the world, is fighting to eliminate the most abhorrent and brutal terrorist organization in the world, Hamas-ISIS, which has committed crimes against humanity, and
which Erdogan has praised and whose leaders he hosts."

Netanyahu and Erdogan have been trading barbs in recent days, as Breitbart News reported:

Erdogan set off the latest exchange with an anti-Israel diatribe in a speech delivered at an Istanbul meeting of the Turkey Youth Foundation on Saturday. "The Jews in Israel kick people lying on the ground," he
claimed. "In fact, Jews don't kick men but also women and children when they fall on the ground. But as Muslims, we'll confront these people if they have courage to deal with us, and we'll teach them a lesson."

Later on Saturday, in response, Netanyahu issued a statement, saying, "Erdogan — the occupier of northern Cyprus, whose army massacres women and children in Kurdish villages, inside and outside Turkey —
should not preach to Israel."

Erdogan and Turkey have supported Hamas for many years. There is speculation that Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh was actually in Turkey, and not Qatar, during the October 7 terror attack that launched the
war.

Turkey triggered a diplomatic crisis when it tried to help terrorists infiltrate Gaza through a "flotilla" on the Mediterranean in 2010. Israel and Turkey, once strong military allies, repaired relations four years
later.

Update: Israeli opposition leader Benny Gantz joined in the condemnation of Erdogan.
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Kosovo Specialist Chambers

War crimes court upholds the conviction of a former Kosovo Liberation Army commander (AP News) By Stephanie van den Berg
December 14, 2023

Appeals judges at a special Kosovo court upheld Thursday the convictions of a former commander in the Kosovo Liberation Army for arbitrarily
detaining and torturing prisoners and murdering one of them during Kosovo's war for independence, but reduced his sentence by four years.

The commander, Salih Mustafa, was convicted a year ago and sentenced to 26 years' imprisonment for the crimes committed at a KLA compound in Zllash, Kosovo, in April 1999. He was acquitted of one charge
of mistreating detainees who were perceived as supporters of Serbia.

While dismissing all Mustafa's appeals against his convictions, the appeals chamber at the Kosovo Specialist Chambers cut his sentence to 22 years of imprisonment, saying it was higher than international and
domestic sentencing standards in comparable cases.

Presiding Judge Michèle Picard called the ruling — the first appeals judgment in a war crimes case at the court — an important milestone and a "significant step towards providing justice to victims and
ensuring accountability."
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Finland starts preliminary war crimes investigation targeting Russian suspect (Yle) December 15, 2023

Finnish police have started a preliminary investigation into Voislav Torden, a suspected mercenary with the neo-Nazi Rusich group in Ukraine.

Prosecutors say Torden is suspected of crimes against captured or wounded Ukrainian soldiers that took place in eastern Ukraine before Russia's full-scale assault on the country began in February 2022.

The Russian citizen cannot be extradited to Ukraine for human rights reasons, according to Finland's Supreme Court, so Finland is investigating suspected offences instead.

These are so-called "international crimes", which took place abroad but can be prosecuted under Finnish law based on international treaties the country has signed. The National Bureau of Investigation is
taking the lead on the case.

He had been detained by Finnish border guards in the summer after entering and trying to leave the country on a fake passport.

He is believed to be a leader of the neo-Nazi Rusich group, which gained a reputation in 2014-15 for its cruelty in eastern Ukraine. In 2015 some of the group travelled to Syria to fight with the Wagner
mercenary group.

Since the 2022 assault on Ukraine Rusich has returned to the country, fighting with Russian forces.

Ukraine had requested his extradition, but the Supreme Court ruled that conditions in Ukrainian prisons did not meet minimum standards, and he could not be handed over.

Russian soldiers carve swastikas into foreheads of Ukrainian captives in horrific war crime, harrowing images reveal (Daily Mail) By James Reynolds and Will Stewart
December 17, 2023

Russian soldiers have carved swastikas into the foreheads of Ukrainian prisoners of war, a doctor has claimed.

A Ukrainian soldier named only as Serhiy was found mutilated and with psychological trauma upon returning to his home country from Russian captivity.

Dr Olexandr Turkevich said he has been treating Serhiy, who told him how Russian soldiers threatened to 'take him apart piece by piece' while in their care.

'I want your children to know that you're fascist. That's why I am cutting deep,' a Russian soldier allegedly told Serhiy, who was blindfolded, while carving into his face.

Russia maintains that its 'Special Military Operation' in Ukraine is a de-Nazification effort aimed at defending Russian-controlled territories in the east and south.

President Vladimir Putin has instructed his armed forces with propaganda claiming Ukraine had been committing genocide against Russian speakers in the region and that the government was organised by
neo-Nazis under western influence.

According to Dr Turkevich: 'These photographs….show what kind of creatures our men are dealing with at the front,' said the medic.

Serhiy 'had a swastika carved into his forehead by these pig-dogs…

'He told how, when they cut his forehead, they said: "If you were an Azov man, I would take you apart piece by piece…"'

The Azov assault brigade - which played a key role in the defence of Mariupol - is seen by Russians as having far-right links or Nazi links.

Serhiy was left with nothing to clean up the gaping wound he suffered and refused medical treatment as a prisoner of war.

The swastika carved with a knife is 'direct evidence' of genocide by the Russians, Dr Turkevich said.

He was 'infinitely proud' of the work he was able to do to remove the Nazi branding from the man's forehead, which doctors believe was carved with a knife.

The medical procedure is under the Neopalymi aesthetic medicine initiative which aims to help Ukrainian servicemen who have suffered disfiguring injuries or torture in the war.

There are now two known Ukrainian soldiers being treated for swastika brandings.

They have received laser treatment in order to reduce scarring.

'Badges of shame' have been used since ancient times. Prisoners, those accused of adultery and religious groups have been branded over the years by different sects as an act of punishment.

Quentin Tarantino's 2009 film Inglorious Basterds famously followed the story of fictitious US soldiers in World War II as they branded Nazi soldiers with swastikas.

Serhiy was captured by Russian forces last December in the occupied Donetsk region of Ukraine.

He was taken to a processing centre and endured two weeks of torture, locked in a basement without food and brought up only to be beaten unconscious, The Telegraph reports.

Serhiy was eventually transferred to Chechnya, a republic of Russia, and released five months after in a prisoner swap.

The soldier still struggles to talk about his experience, according to The Telegraph.

In April last year, a woman was found branded with a Swastika, a Ukrainian MP claimed.

Lesia Vasylenko, a parliamentarian for the liberal Holos party, shared an image on Twitter of what she said was the 'tortured body of a raped and killed woman'.

The horrifying picture showed an exposed torso covered in bruises, with a large Swastika symbol burned and scratched into the skin.

'Russian soldiers loot, rape and kill... Women with swastika shaped burns. Russia. Russian men did this,' Ms Vasylenko said at the time.

Russia has been accused of committing multiple war crimes during its campaign in Ukraine.

Images from the cities of Bucha and Irpin last year showed the bodies of hundreds of civilians left lying in the streets and buried in mass graves.

Amnesty International concluded that Russian forces had unlawfully killed civilians in Bucha, Andriivka, Zdvyzhivka, and Vorzel.

'All those responsible for war crimes should be held criminally responsible for their actions. Under the doctrine of command responsibility, hierarchal superiors... who knew or had reason to know about war
crimes committed by their forces, but did not attempt to stop them or punish those responsible, should also be held criminally responsible,' it said in a statement at the time.

At a meeting in London this March following the issuing of an arrest warrant for Vladimir Putin, Ukraine's prosecutor general, Andriy Kostin, spoke of 'ruthless' attacks and 'atrocities' by Russian soldiers
against civilians and territories.

'Russia acts with a clear plan to destroy Ukraine and Ukrainian identity,' he said at the time.

'The deportation and transportation of thousands of Ukrainian children, including from orphanages and care homes to Russia.

'Simplifying their illegal adoption process and confirming their citizenship of an aggressive state is very clear evidence of this plan, this is done to cut ties with Ukraine and alter their Ukrainian heritage.

'My office has already launched investigations into over 72,000 incidents of war crimes.

'Isolated and sporadic attacks, we see how Russian foot soldiers are meticulously implementing unlawful orders given by the Kremlin.'

The International Criminal Court's 123 member states are now obliged to detain and transfer Putin if he sets foot on their territory.

Russian former soldier wants to testify to ICC over war crimes witnessed (Reuters) By Stephanie van den Berg 
December 19, 2023

A former Russian soldier has sought asylum in the Netherlands and wants to testify at the International Criminal Court (ICC) about war crimes by
Russia that he witnessed while fighting in Ukraine, a Dutch legal source told Reuters on Tuesday.

The man, who identified himself in Dutch media as 60-year-old Igor Salikov, said he had been a member of the Russian-backed forces of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic in eastern Ukraine since
2014, and had worked as an instructor for the Wagner mercenary group in Ukraine.

Reuters could not independently verify his position in either the pro-Russian separatist forces or the Wagner group.

Ukraine's top war crimes prosecutor Yurii Belousov told Reuters that Salikov had already been in touch with Ukrainian prosecutors for more than six months and given testimony.

"He gave important testimony, some of which has already been confirmed, about the invasion of February 24, 2022. He reported some war crimes, which we are investigating, and some have already been
confirmed," Belousov told Reuters in a text message.

Russia has vigorously denied committing atrocities or targeting civilians in Ukraine.

Salikov told Dutch television program EenVandaag in an interview broadcast on Monday that he was ready to fully cooperate with the ICC and had personally witnessed "cruelties against civilians".

The ICC's Prosecutor's Office on Tuesday confirmed it had received information from Salikov, but added it could give no further information.

"In line with the confidentiality of its activities (...), the Office is unable to confirm or deny whether an individual is being engaged with as a potential witness or in any other capacity," a spokesman said in a text
message.

The court in the Dutch city of The Hague has an ongoing investigation into alleged war crimes and crimes against humanity committed in Ukraine.

In March, the ICC issued warrants for the arrest of Russian President Vladimir Putin and children's ombudsman Maria Lvova-Belova over war crimes charges related to the abduction of Ukrainian children. The
Kremlin rejected those allegations.

Human rights group Gulagu.net in a post on Telegram said Salikov was not received by the ICC after his arrival in the Netherlands on Monday, as its prosecutor and judges were not ready for an interrogation
yet.

"They did not expect it," the group said.

Russia commits war crime compelling Ukrainians in occupied areas into military — HRW (Ukrinform) December 20, 2023

Russian authorities continue to conscript Ukrainian civilians in occupied areas or otherwise try to forcibly enlist them, including those in detention,
into the Russian military. The relevant statement was made by Human Rights Watch, an Ukrinform correspondent reports.

Russia's practice of compelling Ukrainian residents in occupied areas to serve in its armed forces is a war crime, the organization emphasized.

"Russian authorities openly and unlawfully force men in occupied areas of Ukraine to fight against their own country. Less visible is their practice of pressuring Ukrainian civilians in detention, who have
nowhere to hide or flee, to join the Russian forces," Hugh Williamson, Europe and Central Asia director at Human Rights Watch, said.

Since occupying Crimea in 2014, Russian authorities have held 18 unlawful conscription campaigns that disproportionately affected Crimean Tatars, forcing many of them to flee. Between 2014 and 2021,
Russia conscripted close to 30,000 Crimean men. According to Human Rights Watch, many were sent to serve at military bases in Russia, a practice explicitly prohibited by international humanitarian law.

Additionally, Russia regularly carries out military propaganda campaigns in Crimea, including among children, also in violation of international humanitarian law.

International humanitarian law explicitly prohibits a party to an armed conflict from compelling residents of the territories it occupies or effectively controls to serve in its armed or auxiliary forces. The Hague
Regulations of 1907 forbid Russia from compelling Ukrainian nationals from taking part in military operations directed against their own country. Under the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, Russia is also
prohibited from any "pressure or propaganda which aims at securing voluntary enlistment." These prohibitions are absolute, and their violation may constitute a war crime, Human Rights Watch concluded.

Children among five killed in Russian strikes on Syria: Monitor (Alarabiya News) December 26, 2023

Russian airstrikes on the last major opposition stronghold in Syria killed five civilians from the same family, including three children, rescuers and a
war monitor said on Tuesday.

Moscow is one of Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's key backers, providing him with military, political and economic support in the country's 12-year civil war. "On December 25 at 10:00 p.m. (0700 GMT)
Russian warplanes targeted civilian houses" on the outskirts of the town of Armanaz, in Idlib province, said Abdel Halim Shehab of the White Helmets voluntary search-and-rescue group. Members of the White
Helmets, which operates in opposition-held zones of northern Syria, pulled the victims from under the rubble of their house, he said. "The victims were from the same family of six: five of them were killed and a
child survived," he said, identifying the dead as the father, mother and three of their children. The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, a war monitor with a network of sources across the war-torn country,
also said Russia carried out the strikes. The Britain-based organization reported the same toll of five dead and said the family's house was located on farmland near Armanaz. A brutal Syrian government
crackdown on Arab Spring-inspired protests that erupted in 2011 spiraled into a devastating war involving foreign armies, militias and extremists. More than half a million people have been killed in the
conflict. Russia's intervention in the war since 2015 has helped forces loyal to Assad claw back much of the territory they lost to the opposition early in the conflict. Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, an extremist group led
by al-Qaeda's former Syria branch, controls swathes of Idlib province and parts of neighboring Aleppo, Hama and Latakia provinces. The HTS is considered a terrorist organization by Syria, the United States
and the European Union. It regularly clashes with Syrian and allied Russian forces. On Sunday, Syria's defense ministry said its forces had shot down seven drones launched by "terrorist organizations" in Hama
and Aleppo provinces. Since 2020, a ceasefire deal brokered by Russia and opposition-backer Turkey has largely held in Syria's northwest, despite periodic clashes.
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Israel: Starvation Used as Weapon of War in Gaza (Human Rights Watch) By Milica Stojanovic 
December 18, 2023

The Israeli government is using starvation of civilians as a method of warfare in the Gaza Strip, which is a war crime.

Israeli officials have made public statements expressing their aim to deprive civilians in Gaza of food, water, and fuel – statements reflected in Israeli forces’ military operations. The Israeli government should
not attack objects necessary for the survival of the civilian population, lift its blockade of the Gaza Strip, and restore electricity and water.

(Jerusalem) – The Israeli government is using starvation of civilians as a method of warfare in the occupied Gaza Strip, which is a war crime, Human Rights Watch said today. Israeli forces are deliberately
blocking the delivery of water, food, and fuel, while willfully impeding humanitarian assistance, apparently razing agricultural areas, and depriving the civilian population of objects indispensable to their
survival.

Since Hamas-led fighters attacked Israel on October 7, 2023, high-ranking Israeli officials, including Defense Minister Yoav Gallant, National Security Minister Itamar Ben-Gvir, and Energy Minister Israel Katz
have made public statements expressing their aim to deprive civilians in Gaza of food, water and fuel – statements reflecting a policy being carried out by Israeli forces. Other Israeli officials have publicly stated
that humanitarian aid to Gaza would be conditioned either on the release of hostages unlawfully held by Hamas or Hamas’ destruction.

“For over two months, Israel has been depriving Gaza's population of food and water, a policy spurred on or endorsed by high-ranking Israeli officials and reflecting an intent to starve civilians as a method of
warfare,” said Omar Shakir, Israel and Palestine director at Human Rights Watch. “World leaders should be speaking out against this abhorrent war crime, which has devastating effects on Gaza’s population.”

Human Rights Watch interviewed 11 displaced Palestinians in Gaza between November 24 and December 4. They described their profound hardships in securing basic necessities. “We had no food, no
electricity, no internet, nothing at all,” said one man who had left northern Gaza. “We don’t know how we survived.”

In southern Gaza, those interviewed described the scarcity of potable water, the lack of food leading to empty shops and lengthy lines, and exorbitant prices. “You are on a constant search for things needed to
survive,” said a father of two. The United Nations World Food Programme (WFP) reported on December 6 that 9 out of 10 households in northern Gaza and 2 out of 3 households in southern Gaza had spent at
least one full day and night without food.

International humanitarian law, or the laws of war, prohibits the starvation of civilians as a method of warfare. The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court provides that intentionally starving civilians
by “depriving them of objects indispensable to their survival, including willfully impeding relief supplies” is a war crime. Criminal intent does not require the attacker’s admission but can also be inferred from
the totality of the circumstances of the military campaign.

In addition, Israel’s continuing blockade of Gaza, as well as its more than 16-year closure, amounts to collective punishment of the civilian population, a war crime. As the occupying power in Gaza under the
Fourth Geneva Convention, Israel has the duty to ensure that the civilian population gets food and medical supplies.

On November 17, the WFP warned of the “immediate possibility” of starvation, highlighting that supplies of food and water were practically non-existent. On December 3, it reported a “high risk of famine,”
indicating that Gaza’s food system was on the brink of collapse. And on December 6, it declared that 48 percent of households in northern Gaza and 38 percent of displaced people in southern Gaza had
experienced “severe levels of hunger.”

On November 3, the Norwegian Refugee Council announced that Gaza was grappling with “catastrophic water, sanitation, and hygiene needs.” Wastewater and desalination facilities were shut down in mid-
October due to fuel and electricity shortages and have been largely inoperable since, according to the Palestinian Water Authority. Even before October 7, according to the UN, Gaza had virtually no potable
water.

Prior to the current hostilities, 1.2 million of Gaza’s 2.2 million people were estimated to be facing acute food insecurity, and over 80 percent were reliant on humanitarian aid. Israel maintains overarching
control over Gaza, including over the movement of people and goods, territorial waters, airspace, the infrastructure upon which Gaza relies, as well as the registry of the population. This leaves Gaza’s
population, which Israel has subjected to an unlawful closure for 16 years, almost entirely dependent on Israel for access to fuel, electricity, medicine, food, and other essential commodities.

After the imposition of a “total blockade” on Gaza on October 9, Israeli authorities resumed piping water to some parts of southern Gaza on October 15 and, as of October 21, allowed limited humanitarian aid to
arrive through the Rafah crossing with Egypt. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on October 18 that Israel would not allow humanitarian assistance “in the form of food and medicines” into Gaza
through its crossings “as long as our hostages are not returned.”

The government continued to block the entry of fuel until November 15, despite warnings about the serious consequences of doing so, leading to the shutdown of bakeries, hospitals, sewage pumping stations,
water desalination plants, and wells. These facilities, which have been left unusable, are indispensable to the civilian population’s survival. Although limited amounts of fuel were subsequently allowed in, on
December 4, the UN Humanitarian Coordinator for the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Lynn Hastings, called it “utterly insufficient.” On December 6, Israel’s war cabinet approved a “minimal” increase in fuel
supplies to southern Gaza.

On December 1, immediately after the seven-day ceasefire, the Israeli military resumed bombing Gaza and expanded its ground offensive, stating that its military operations in the south would carry “no less
strength” than in the north. While United States officials said that they urged Israel to allow fuel and humanitarian aid to enter Gaza at the same levels observed during the ceasefire, the Defense Ministry’s
coordinator of government activities in the territories said on December 1 that it halted all aid entry. Limited aid deliveries resumed on December 2, but still at grossly insufficient levels, according to the UN
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA).

Alongside the crushing blockade, the Israeli military’s extensive airstrikes in the strip have resulted in widespread damage or destruction to objects necessary for the survival of the civilian population.

UN experts said on November 16 that the significant damage “threatens to make the continuation of Palestinian life in Gaza impossible.” Notably, Israeli forces’ bombing of Gaza’s last operational wheat mill on
November 15 ensures that locally produced flour will be unavailable in Gaza for the foreseeable future, as highlighted by OCHA. Additionally, the UN Office for Project Services (UNOPS) said that the
decimation of road networks had made it more difficult for humanitarian organizations to deliver aid to those who need it.

“Bakeries and grain mills have been destroyed, agriculture, water and sanitation facilities,” Scott Paul, a senior humanitarian policy adviser for Oxfam America, told the Associated Press on November 23.

Israel’s military actions in Gaza have also had a devastating impact on Gaza’s agricultural sector. The sustained bombardment, coupled with fuel and water shortages, alongside the displacement of more than
1.6 million people to southern Gaza, has made farming nearly impossible, according to Oxfam. In a report from November 28, OCHA said that livestock in the north are facing starvation due to the shortage of
fodder and water, and that crops are increasingly abandoned and damaged due to lack of fuel to pump irrigation water. Existing problems, such as water scarcity and restricted access to farming land near the
border fence, have compounded the difficulties faced by local farmers, many of whom are displaced. On November 28, the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics said that Gaza is suffering from at least a
US$1.6 million daily loss in farm production.

On November 28, the Palestine Food Security Sector, led by the WFP and the Food and Agriculture Organization, reported that over a third of agricultural land in the north had been damaged in the hostilities.
Satellite imagery reviewed by Human Rights Watch indicates that since the start of the Israeli military's ground offensive on October 27, agricultural land, including orchards, greenhouses, and farmland in
northern Gaza, has been razed, apparently by Israeli forces.

The Israeli government should immediately cease using starvation of civilians as a method of warfare, Human Rights Watch said. It should abide by the prohibition on attacks on objects necessary for the
survival of the civilian population and lift its blockade of the Gaza Strip. The government should restore water and electricity access, and allow desperately needed food, medical aid, and fuel into Gaza,
including via its crossing at Kerem Shalom.

Concerned governments should call on Israel to end these abuses. The United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Germany, and other countries should also suspend military assistance and arms sales to
Israel as long as its forces continue to commit widespread and serious abuses amounting to war crimes against civilians with impunity.

“The Israeli government is compounding its collective punishment of Palestinian civilians and the blocking of humanitarian aid by its cruel use of starvation as a weapon of war,” Shakir said. “The deepening
humanitarian catastrophe in Gaza calls for an urgent and effective response from the international community.”

Background

The Hamas-led attacks in southern Israel on October 7 killed at least 1,200 Israelis and foreign nationals, with more than 200 people taken hostage, acts amounting to war crimes. The resulting Israeli
bombardment and ground offensive resulted in more than 18,700 Palestinians killed, including more than 7,700 children, according to Gaza authorities.

OCHA reported that by December 10, the Israeli military’s bombardment of the Gaza strip had destroyed more than half of the civilian infrastructure in Gaza, including more than 50,000 housing units, as
provided by the Ministry of Public Works and Housing in Gaza, as well as hospitals, schools, mosques, bakeries, water pipes, sewage, and electricity networks. On November 4 and 5 alone, according to OCHA,
seven water facilities across the Gaza Strip were directly hit and sustained major damage, including water reservoirs in Gaza City, the Jabalia refugee camp, and Rafah.

The Israeli military’s repeated, apparently unlawful attacks on medical facilities, personnel, and transport are further destroying Gaza’s healthcare sector, thereby affecting the population’s ability to access life-
saving treatment, including to prevent diseases, wasting, and deaths linked to malnutrition, exacerbating the dire ramifications of starvation. “We will see more people dying from disease than from
bombardment if we are not able to put back together this health system,” the World Health Organization's Margaret Harris said on November 28.

Humanitarian Consequences

On October 13, Israeli authorities issued an order for more than a million people to evacuate northern Gaza within 24 hours – an order that was impossible to comply with. Since then, and as conditions in the
north worsened, hundreds of thousands have been displaced to Rafah and Khan Younis governorates in the south, where it has become increasingly difficult to secure the means to survive. Under international
humanitarian law, evacuations must be carried out under conditions that ensure those displaced have access to unimpeded humanitarian aid, including sufficient food and work, otherwise they may amount to
forcible displacement. Evacuations that would increase the likelihood of starvation are prohibited.

The humanitarian consequences of Israel’s military actions in Gaza have been severe. During the first eight weeks of hostilities, northern Gaza was the focus of the Israeli military’s intense air and, later, ground
offensive. Except for the seven-day ceasefire that began on November 24, during which UN convoys brought in limited quantities of flour and high-energy biscuits, aid access to the north had been largely
severed. Between November 7 and at least November 15, none of the bakeries in the north were operational due to the lack of fuel, water, wheat flour, and structural damage, according to OCHA.

According to the WFP, there is a serious risk of starvation and famine in Gaza. UN officials have said that 1.9 million people, over 85 percent of Gaza's population, are internally displaced, adding that the
conditions in an ever-shrinking southern area of the Gaza strip could become “even more hellish.”

UN aid chief Martin Griffiths stated on December 5 that the Israeli military campaign in southern Gaza had led to “apocalyptic” conditions, making meaningful humanitarian operations impossible.

As of December 6, the only water desalination plant in northern Gaza was nonfunctional and the pipeline supplying water to the north from Israel remained closed, increasing the risk of dehydration and
waterborne diseases arising from the consumption of water from unsafe sources. Hospitals have been particularly hard hit, with only 1 of 24 hospitals in northern Gaza functional and able to admit new
patients, although services are limited, as of December 14.

Across Gaza, the humanitarian crisis deepened with a persistent electricity blackout since October 11 as well as several communications shutdowns that denied people access to reliable safety information,
emergency medical services, and severely hindered humanitarian operations, with OCHA saying on November 18 that the telecommunications blackout between November 16 and 18, the fourth such blackout
since October 7, “brought the already challenging delivery of humanitarian assistance to an almost complete halt, including life-saving assistance to people injured or trapped under the rubble as a result of
airstrikes and clashes.” Another telecommunications blackout took place on December 14.

Since the beginning of the Israeli military’s ground offensive on October 27, satellite imagery reviewed by Human Rights Watch indicates that orchards, greenhouses, and farmland in northern Gaza have been
razed, apparently by Israeli forces, compounding concerns of dire food insecurity and loss of livelihood. Satellite imagery indicates that the razing of agricultural land continued in northern Gaza during the
seven-day ceasefire, which began on November 24 and ended on December 1, when the Israeli military was in direct control of the area.

While the Israeli government allowed a steady and slightly increased stream of humanitarian aid, including cooking gas for the first time since October 7, to enter the Gaza Strip during the seven-day ceasefire
that ended on December 1, it deliberately hindered the entry of relief supplies at the scale needed for over a month prior, while it imposed a siege affecting the entire civilian population. This contributed to a
catastrophic humanitarian situation of far-reaching consequences with over 80 percent of the population internally displaced, many of whom have been sheltering in overcrowded, unhealthy and unsanitary
conditions at UN shelters in the south. The aid that entered during the ceasefire “barely registers against the huge needs of 1.7 million displaced people,” said UN spokesperson Stephane Dujarric on November
27.

Some 200 trucks, including four tankers carrying up to 130,000 liters of fuel and four tankers of cooking gas, entered Gaza each day of the ceasefire. In comparison, an average of 500 trucks of food and goods
entered Gaza each day before the conflict and 600,000 liters of fuel are needed in Gaza per day just to operate water and desalinization plants. As the bombardment resumed and Israeli forces advanced south,
aid access was again severely hindered. On December 5, for the third consecutive day, OCHA reported that only Rafah governorate in Gaza received limited aid distributions. In the adjacent Khan Younis
governorate, it said aid distribution largely stopped due to the intensity of hostilities.

Accounts from Civilians in Gaza

Human Rights Watch spoke to 11 civilians who evacuated northern Gaza to the perceived safety of the south due to heavy bombardment, fear of imminent airstrikes, or because Israel ordered them to evacuate.
Several said they were displaced a number of times before reaching the south, as they struggled to find suitable shelters and safety along their journey. In the south, they found overcrowded shelters, empty
markets and soaring prices, and long lines for limited supplies of bread and drinking water. To protect their identities, Human Rights Watch is using pseudonyms for all those interviewed.

“I have to walk three kilometers to get one gallon [of water],” said 30-year-old Marwan, who fled to the south with his pregnant wife and two children on November 9. “And there is no food. If we are able to find
food, it is canned food. Not all of us are eating well.”

“We don’t have enough of anything,” said 36-year-old Hana, who fled her home in the north to Khan Younis in the south with her father, his wife and her brother on October 11. She said that in the south they
don’t always have access to clean water, forcing them to drink nonpotable, salty, water.

Bathing has become a luxury, she said, due to the lack of means to heat water, requiring them to scavenge for wood. In desperate situations, she said, they even resort to burning old clothes for cooking. The
process of making bread poses its own challenges, given the scarcity of ingredients that they cannot afford. “We make bad bread because we don’t have all the ingredients and we cannot afford it,” she said.

Majed, 34, who fled with his wife and four surviving children to the south on or around November 10 said that while the situation in the south was dire, it was incomparable to what he and his family had to
endure while staying in the north. They had been in an area near al-Shifa hospital in Gaza City for just over a month after their house was bombed on October 13, killing Majed’s 6-year-old son:

“In those 33 days we didn’t have bread because there was no flour,” he said. “There was no water – we were buying water, sometimes for [US]$10 a cup. It wasn’t always drinkable. Sometimes, [the water we
drank] was from the bathroom and sometimes from the sea. The markets around the area were empty. There wasn’t even canned food.”

Taher, 32, who fled south with his family on November 11, described similar conditions in Gaza city in the first weeks of November. “The city was out of everything, of food and water,” he said. “If you find
canned food, the prices were so high. We decided to eat just once a day to survive. We were running out of money. We decided to just have the necessities, to have less of everything.”

International Standards and Evidence of Deliberate Action

Starvation of civilians as a method of warfare is prohibited under article 54(1) of the First Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions (Protocol I) and article 14 of the Second Additional Protocol (Protocol
II). Although Israel is not a party to Protocols I or II, the prohibition is recognized as reflective of customary international humanitarian law in both international and noninternational armed conflicts. Parties
to a conflict may not “provoke [starvation] deliberately” or deliberately cause “the population to suffer hunger, particularly by depriving it of its sources of food or of supplies.”

Warring parties are also prohibited from attacking objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population, such as food and medical supplies, agricultural areas, and drinking water installations. They
are obligated to facilitate rapid and unimpeded humanitarian assistance to all civilians in need, and to not deliberately block humanitarian aid or restrict the freedom of movement of humanitarian relief
personnel. In each of its four previous wars in Gaza since 2008, Israel maintained the flow of drinking water and electricity into Gaza and opened the Israeli crossings for humanitarian delivery.

Evidence of intent to deliberately use starvation as a method of warfare can be demonstrated by public statements of officials involved in military operations. The following high-ranking Israeli officials could be
expected to play a significant role in determining policy with respect to allowing or blocking food and other necessities to the civilian population.

On October 9, Defense Minister Yoav Gallant said: “We are imposing a complete siege on [Gaza]. No electricity, no food, no water, no fuel – everything is closed. We are fighting human animals and we must act
accordingly.”

National Security Minister Itamar Ben-Gvir said in a tweet on October 17, “So long as Hamas does not release the hostages – the only thing that should enter Gaza is hundreds of tons of air force explosives –
not an ounce of humanitarian aid.”

Energy Minister Israel Katz, who reported that he ordered the cuts to electricity and water, said on October 11:

“For years, we have given Gaza electricity, water, and fuel. Instead of a thank you, they sent thousands of human animals to butcher, murder, rape and kidnap babies, women and elderly people. This is why we
have decided to cut off the supply of water, electricity and fuel, and now, the local power plant has collapsed, and there is no electricity in Gaza. We will keep holding a tight siege until the Hamas threat is lifted
from Israel and the world. What has been will be no more.”

Katz said on October 12:

“Humanitarian aid to Gaza? Not a switch will be flicked on, not a valve will be opened, not a fuel truck will enter until the Israeli hostages come home. Humanitarian for humanitarian. Let no one lecture us
about morality.”

He said on October 16:

“I supported the agreement between PM [Prime Minister] Netanyahu and President Biden to supply water to the southern Gaza Strip because it aligned with Israeli interests too. I am vehemently opposed to
lifting the blockade and letting goods into Gaza for humanitarian reasons. Our commitment is to the families of the murdered and to the kidnapped hostages – not Hamas murderers and the people who helped
them.”

On November 4, Finance Minister Bezalel Smotrich declared that no fuel must enter Gaza “under any circumstances.” He later called Israel’s war cabinet’s decision to permit small amounts to enter the strip “a
grave mistake” and said that it “stop this scandal immediately and prevent fuel from coming into the Strip,” as reported by the Jerusalem Post.

In a video posted online on November 4, Col. Yogev Bar-Shesht, deputy head of the Civil Administration, said in an interview from inside Gaza, “Whoever returns here, if they return here after, will find
scorched earth. No houses, no agriculture, no nothing. They have no future.”

On November 24, in a televised interview with CNN, Mark Regev, senior adviser to Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, said that Israel was depriving Gaza of fuel since October 7 to strengthen Israel’s
position when it came to negotiating with Hamas on release of hostages. “Had we done so [allowed the fuel in] … we would never have gotten our hostages out,” he said.

On December 1, the Defense Ministry’s coordinator of government activities in the territories, Maj. Gen. Ghassan Alian, said that the entry of fuel and aid to Gaza was halted after Hamas violated the conditions
of the ceasefire agreement. His office confirmed his statement in response to a Times of Israel query, stating: “After the Hamas terror organization violated the agreement and in addition fired at Israel, the
entry of humanitarian aid was stopped in the manner stipulated in the agreement.”

Other officials have since October 7 called for the limited entry of humanitarian aid to Gaza, saying that doing so serves Israel’s military aims.

Prime Minister Netanyahu on December 5 answered a question about Israel potentially losing leverage against Hamas if it allowed more humanitarian aid into Gaza, saying: “The war efforts are supported by
the humanitarian effort … this is because we follow laws of war because we know that if there would be a collapse – diseases, pandemics, and groundwater infections – it will stop the fighting.”

Defense Minister Gallant said: “We’re required to allow the humanitarian minimum to allow for the military pressure to continue.”

Tzachi Hanegbi, Israel's national security adviser, said at a news conference on November 17: “If there is an epidemic, the fighting will be stopped. If there is a humanitarian crisis and an international outcry,
we will not be able to continue the fighting under those conditions.”

On October 18, the Office of the Prime Minister announced that Israel would not prevent humanitarian aid from entering Gaza from Egypt following pressure from the US and other international allies:

“In light of President Biden’s demand, Israel will not thwart humanitarian supplies from Egypt as long as it is only food, water and medicine for the civilian population in the southern Gaza Strip.”

Destruction of Agricultural Products and Impacts on Food Production

During ground operations in northern Gaza, Israeli forces have apparently destroyed agricultural products, exacerbating shortages of food with long-term effects. This has included razing orchards, fields, and
greenhouses.

Israel's military said it conducted military operations in the Beit Hanoun area, including in an undisclosed agricultural area in Beit Hanoun, to clear tunnels and other military objectives.

Fields and orchards north of Beit Hanoun, for example, were first damaged during hostilities following Israel’s ground operations in late October. Bulldozers carved new roads, clearing the way for Israeli
military vehicles.

Since mid-November, after Israeli forces took control of the same area in northeastern Gaza, satellite imagery shows that orchards, fields, and greenhouses have been systematically razed, leaving sand and dirt.
Human Rights Watch contacted the Israel Defense Forces for comment on December 8 but has not received a response.

Farmers in this area planted crops such as citrus fruit, potatoes, dragon fruit, and prickly pear, contributing to the livelihoods of Palestinians in Gaza. Other crops include tomatoes, cabbage, and strawberries.
Some plots were razed in a day. Trees that yield citrus fruit, as well as the cacti that yield dragon fruit, take years of care to mature before they can yield fruit.

High resolution satellite imagery shows bulldozers were used to destroy fields and orchards. Tracks are visible, as well as mounds of earth on the edges of the former plots. Whether by deliberate razing, damage
due to hostilities or the inability to irrigate or work the land, farmland across northern Gaza has been drastically reduced since the beginning of the Israeli ground operations.

Farms and farmers in southern Gaza have also been affected. Action Against Hunger found that of 113 farmers from southern Gaza surveyed between October 19 and 31, 60 percent reported that their assets
and/or crops have been damaged, 42 percent reported that they had no access to water to irrigate their farms, and 43 percent reported that they were unable to harvest their crops.

For Palestinians in Gaza, the ‘day after’ means investigating Israeli war crimes (Arab News) By Osama Al-Sarif 
December 26, 2023

Since Israel launched its assault on Gaza almost three months ago, the US, and some Israeli officials and media commentators have been talking
about the day-after scenario, meaning what happens when the guns fall silent and the fog of war is dispelled. Most scenarios have assumed that
Israel would be able to achieve its two declared objectives — uprooting Hamas from Gaza and freeing Israeli captives being held there..

Since Israel launched its assault on Gaza almost three months ago, the US, and some Israeli officials and media commentators have been talking about the day-after scenario, meaning what happens when the
guns fall silent and the fog of war is dispelled. Most scenarios have assumed that Israel would be able to achieve its two declared objectives — uprooting Hamas from Gaza and freeing Israeli captives being held
there.

But now, after more than 80 days of Israeli bombing and shelling, which even CNN admits is “indiscriminate,” and with more than 60 percent of the Gaza Strip’s buildings destroyed, Israel is far from achieving
either goal.

The bombing of Gaza has been described as the most vicious since the Vietnam War. More than 20,000 Gazans have been killed, 70 percent of them women and children. More than 50,000 have been injured.
Aid convoys passing through the Rafah crossing every day are insufficient, according to the UN, which also says that Palestinians in Gaza now face disease and famine. Many thousands will die because of the
cold, and lack of medicine, food, and clean water.

Still, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu insists that Israel will continue to fight until victory is reached — now a goal that appears elusive, if not impossible. There are mounting calls in Israel for his
dismissal, while support for the war among Israelis is dwindling by the day. Hamas and its allies continue to rain rockets on Israeli towns and cities, while inflicting a heavy toll on the invading army.

Support for Gaza and Palestine has reached record levels around the world, aside from the obstinate position of the US government, with most now supporting calls for a permanent ceasefire. Much has changed
in recent weeks. Most Western mainstream media outlets are now critical of Israel’s handling of the war, and an increasing number of observers believe Israel is fighting a losing battle, while also pointing to the
possibility that it is committing war crimes. On social media, young people are lining up to condemn the war and voice solidarity with the Palestinians.

Despite all this, Netanyahu and his far-right coalition partners want the conflict to continue at any price. The Israeli leader is refusing to listen to relatives of the hostages, who want a deal that will end the war
and secure the safe return of their loved ones. The Biden administration is losing public support at home, with almost half of the American people, if not more, wanting a lasting ceasefire. The US is becoming
isolated even among its allies, most of whom disagree with giving Israel a green light to operate indiscriminately in Gaza.

But regarding the “day after,” Netanyahu and the US do not see eye-to-eye. The Israeli prime minister, now fighting for his political life, appears to want extended Israel security control of Gaza, which means
open-ended occupation. However, Biden and even most Israelis disagree. An Egyptian proposal to secure a long-term hiatus in return for freeing the captives, while opening the path for joint Hamas-Palestinian
Authority control of Gaza, but without specifying details of an Israeli withdrawal, has reportedly been rejected by the Hamas military wing. It is no secret that a halt to the conflict now would represent a
resounding defeat for Israel, leading to a collapse of the war government, and a reckoning for Netanyahu.

But most omit two factors from possible solutions and scenarios. The first is that Palestinians in Gaza want an immediate end to the war because every day means hell for those who are simply lucky to survive.
Washington’s blind support for Israel means that every minute, every hour and every day, more Palestinian civilians are killed. That cannot be tolerated by the international community any longer.

The second issue is not who will rule Gaza once the bombing stops, but how will the international community step in to save millions who are displaced and living in catastrophic conditions. Israel must not be
allowed to decide how many aid trucks are allowed to pass through Rafah and other crossings when the lives of millions are at stake. The world must make recompense for its failure to uphold international
humanitarian law and save many thousands of innocent lives because the US and Israel believed that so-called collateral damage was acceptable in this case.

But what is also important and urgent is that an independent investigation of what happened on Oct. 7 and afterward be carried out and pronouncements made. It was ironic that Karim Khan, the chief
prosecutor of the International Criminal Court, accepted an invitation to meet the Israeli families who were targets of the Hamas attack, yet would not visit the Gaza Strip or make a strong statement on
allegations of Israeli war crimes, crimes against humanity, and ethnic cleansing leveled against Israel.

The ICC’s credibility is now in question, as Khan and the court remain silent on what Israel is carrying out in Gaza. By last count, about 100 journalists and their families have been killed by Israel. Doctors,
medics, university professors, activists, poets, artists, UN workers, and thousands of children have been killed. Hospitals, universities, schools, mosques, churches, civic centers, and residential buildings have
been demolished. There are reports of mass executions of civilians. If Khan is unable to act, then he should resign. Otherwise, he is not fit to hold office, and is discrediting the ICC and its purpose.

There have been dozens of cases filed at the ICC concerning the killing of journalists, children, and crimes by Israeli officers and the complicity of high-profile political figures in war crimes. Khan cannot ignore
these cases, all of which name Israel as the main culprit.

The “day after” for Gaza is not only about who will rule the besieged and now leveled strip of land where 2.1 million Palestinians, 70 percent of whom were already displaced or refugees, used to live.

Netanyahu, his lieutenants, and his generals are war criminals. They should be investigated and tried. Those who supported this war must also be named and charged. In a perfect world, this would be the right
thing to do. But ours is not an ideal world, and the war on Gaza should set in motion a process to create a world order where warmongers and killers of babies become an example, so that no repeat of the
carnage in Gaza can become possible ever again.

RSF files second war crimes complaint with ICC over Gaza journalists killed (Al Jazeera English) December 22, 2023

Reporters Without Borders (RSF) has filed its second complaint with the International Criminal Court (ICC) for alleged war crimes committed by the
Israeli army against Palestinian journalists in Gaza.

The latest complaint by the Paris-based press freedom group filed on Friday asks the court in the Hague to investigate the deaths of seven Palestinian journalists killed in the besieged enclave from October 22
to December 15.

The list of journalists includes last week’s killing of Al Jazeera Arabic cameraman, Samer Abudaqa.

“RSF has reasonable grounds to believe that the journalists named in this complaint were the victims of attacks amounting to war crimes,” a statement issued by the group said.

“According to the information collected by RSF, these journalists may have been deliberately targeted as journalists. It is for this reason that RSF is describing these deaths as intentional homicides of civilians.”

The RSF filed its first ICC complaint since the war began on October 31 over the death of seven other journalists. The group says it has confirmed the deaths of 66 Palestinian journalists since October 7 when
the Israeli assault began. More than 20,000 Palestinians have been killed since.

The other journalists named in the RSF complaint are Asem Al-Barsh, a radio journalist for Al Najah who was killed by sniper fire, and his colleague Bilal Jadallah of the Palestinian Press House, who fell victim
to a direct missile attack on his car.

Montaser Al-Sawaf, a cameraman for the Turkish Anadolu Agency, and photojournalist Rushdi Al Siraj were also killed in Israeli air raids on their homes.

Hassouna Salim of the Quds News agency was killed by a missile after receiving death threats, and photojournalist Sari Mansour died in the same attack, according to RSF. Al Jazeera’s Abudaqa “appears to
have been killed by a precision shot fired from a drone”, the RSF said.

The incident, which the Al Jazeera Media Network has also decided to refer to the ICC, took place on December 15, when Abudaqa and Al Jazeera correspondent Wael Dahdouh were reporting on the bombing
of a school used as a shelter for displaced people in Khan Younis in the southern Gaza Strip.

Dahdouh – who lost his wife, son, daughter and grandson in a previous Israeli bombing – was wounded in the attack but managed to reach a hospital, where he was treated for minor injuries.

Rescue teams were unable to immediately reach Abudaqa and others at the site as they needed approval from Israeli forces to bulldoze through the debris to get to the location. By the time first responders
arrived five hours later, the journalist had bled to death.

The RSF said it also supported the complaint filed by Al Jazeera Media Network about the fatal shooting of Palestinian journalist Shireen Abu Akleh in Jenin in the north of the Occupied West Bank on May 11,
2022.

Targeting journalists is a war crime under Article 8 of the Rome Statute.

“In view of the massacre of journalists in Gaza and the targeting to which they seem to be subjected, we call on ICC prosecutor Karim Khan to clearly state that he is making it a priority to elucidate the crimes
committed against journalists in Gaza and to prosecute those responsible,” RSF Secretary-General Christophe Deloire said in the statement.
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Landmark Verdict: Decorated SAS Soldier Guilty of War Crimes (BNN Breaking) By Geeta Pillai
December 17, 2023

In a landmark legal verdict, Federal Court Judge Justice Anthony Besanko has found Ben Roberts-Smith, a decorated former Special Air Service (SAS)
corporal and Victoria Cross recipient, guilty of murdering four unarmed prisoners during his service in Afghanistan. The judgement came as a result
of a defamation lawsuit initiated by Roberts-Smith against The Age, The Sydney Morning Herald, and The Canberra Times, following their reports on
his alleged involvement in war crimes.

Media Outlets Vindicated Although not all the allegations, including one of domestic violence, were upheld by the court, the media outlets were largely vindicated. The judge ruled that the substantiated
allegations did not further tarnish Roberts-Smith's reputation. The trial concluded in 2022, after an exhaustive 110 days in court, with 41 witnesses and over $2.5 million in legal expenses. This trial stands as
one of Australia's largest and costliest defamation cases. A Victory for Public Interest Journalism This judgement is seen as a significant win for public interest journalism. It is a rare instance where media
outlets successfully defended serious investigative journalism against defamation claims in a country known for its plaintiff-friendly defamation laws. The journalists from the media outlets and the SAS soldiers
who testified have been lauded for their bravery. Disagreement and Potential Appeal Seven West Media chairman Kerry Stokes, who financed Roberts-Smith's lawsuit, expressed his disagreement with the
judgement. An appeal by Roberts-Smith may be in the pipeline. The comprehensive findings of the case, however, have not been fully published due to national security concerns.

Speakers Weigh Prospects for Engagement with Taliban in Afghanistan amid Ongoing Concern over Harsh Repression of Women's Rights (UN) December 20, 2023

The Security Council today heard calls for and against greater engagement with the Taliban to address critical challenges in Afghanistan, as speakers
highlighted a dire humanitarian situation and severely restricted rights for women, girls and minorities.

Roza Isakovna Otunbayeva, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Afghanistan and Head of the United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA), said that there must be more
direct engagement with the de facto authorities, including in Kabul. "Dialogue does not legitimize," but it can encourage change, she said, as the Council took up the report of the of independent assessment on
Afghanistan pursuant to resolution 2679 (2023) (document S/2023/856). While de facto authorities — as she referred to the Taliban — maintain that their ban on girls' education and employment for women
are internal matters, UNAMA has had successful interactions with them on such issues as climate, microfinance, counter-narcotics and drug addiction, demining, private sector development, human rights and
governance, she said. The de facto authorities, which require technical assistance to deliver such services, should understand the value of the multilateral offer before them from the Special Coordinator. "Many
of the de facto authorities are open to further engagement with UNAMA and to seek an awareness of human rights standards," she said. Discussing the independent assessment, prepared by Special Coordinator
Feridun Sinirlioğlu (Türkiye), she said that it clearly articulates an endpoint — an Afghan State that is fully reintegrated with the international system. She said the de facto authorities, however, deem its
recommendation the appointment of a Special Envoy to be unacceptable, based on past experience, and they indicate a preference for bilateral approaches. Shaharzad Akbar, Executive Director of Rawadari, an
Afghan civil society organization, briefing the Council via video link, an alarming pattern of human rights violations "across the board" has emerged since the Taliban returned to power, including the repression
of women's rights that some international experts call gender apartheid. The Council should not give a blanket endorsement to the recommendations of the independent assessment without establishing clear
and explicit safeguards to protect the rights of women, she said. Moreover, there must be no normalization of relations with the Taliban without a swift reversal of all restrictions on women's rights, she said,
emphasizing that this must be "a collective red line" for Member States, UN agencies and all humanitarian actors. Ramesh Rajasingham, Director of Coordination of the United Nations Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, said that more than 20 million people require humanitarian assistance in Afghanistan. Following three earthquakes in October in Herat, thousands of families are now
living in tents and makeshift shelters, exposed to fast-falling winter temperatures. The eastern and southern regions have meanwhile seen a dramatic surge in the number of Afghans returning from Pakistan,
following that country's decision to send back undocumented Afghan nationals. However, as the year ends, the Afghan humanitarian effort is facing a critical funding gap of $1.8 billion, he warned. José Javier
de la Gasca (Ecuador), Chair of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1988 (2011), said that two years after the Taliban took power, certain terrorist groups have attained greater
freedom of action, increasing threats in neighbouring countries. He noted that the effectiveness and honesty of measures adopted by the Taliban to counter certain groups are still not clear. The ensuing debate
heard divergent views on engagement with the Taliban and how to find a way forward for the country. The United States' representative said that his country will not consider any significant steps toward
normalization of relations with the Taliban until women and girls have meaningful access to education, the workforce and other aspects of social and political life. Welcoming the independent assessment, he
agreed with the recommendation on appointing a special envoy to complement UNAMA's work of promoting peace and stability. China's representative called for more humanitarian aid, saying that ordinary
Afghans should not be the victims of political considerations. Afghanistan's interests and assets overseas should be returned to the country's people as soon as possible, he said, urging enhanced engagement
with the Afghan authorities without preconditions. Japan's delegate, whose country is co-penholder with the United Arab Emirates on the Afghanistan file, said that while the international community's interest
in Afghanistan appears to be waning, the humanitarian, human rights and political situation remains severe. He urged the Taliban to reverse its restrictions on the freedom of women and girls, adding that a
special envoy should be appointed to facilitate engagement among relevant stakeholders, as recommended in the independent assessment. Afghanistan's representative, who was appointed to his country's
permanent mission to the United Nations by its previous Government, said that the independent assessment report falls short of recognizing the Taliban as a primary actor. However, it can serve as a guiding
document to address existing problems. Speaking towards the end of the meeting, he welcomed its emphasis on restoring the rights of all citizens and emphasized the importance of establishing a responsible,
representative, and legitimate system of governance.
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US, UK sheltering war criminals of 1971 Bangladesh genocide (The Sunday Guardian) By Adhinandan Mishra
December 17, 2023

Ahead of the 7 January general election in Bangladesh, the incumbent Sheikh Hasina government has come under intense attack from the Western
lobby led by the United States and Britain to the extent that it is now being seen as an attempt by the proverbial "white man" to influence the
election in India's immediate neighbourhood.

In September, the US administration imposed visa restrictions on an unspecified number of Bangladeshis for "undermining the democratic election process". Members of law enforcement, the ruling party, and
the political opposition were among those included, the US State Department said. Similarly, Britain also asked Sheikh Hasina's government to ensure elections are "free, fair, participatory and peaceful"
thereby trying to give a message that the earlier polls were not free or fair. What has raised more questions about the incessant targeting of Hasina by Washington and London is the fact while both these
Western entities are speaking about upholding democracy, they continue to provide shelter and haven to 1971 Bangladesh war criminals including members of the dreaded Islamist outfit Jamaat-e-Islami,
which has been calling for a regime change in Dhaka to bring back its iron brother, the Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) to power. The arguments being given by US and Britain to target Hasina too resonates
with what Jamaat and BNP have been alleging, leading to further questions on whether Biden administration and 10 Downing Street were under the influence of the influential Jamaat lobby. The BNP's
association with the Jamaat-e-Islami can be traced back to the time of Bangladesh's first military dictator, General Ziaur Rahman who had established the BNP following the assassination of Sheikh Mujibur
Rahman in August 1975. The assassination of Rahman is now widely accepted as a part of an international conspiracy in which Pakistan and other Western powers were involved. Under the subsequent
leadership of Gen Zia's successor, Khaleda Zia, and their son Tarique Rahman, key figures from the Jamaate-Islami were appointed as ministers, underscoring a close political collaboration between the BNP
and the Jamaat-e-Islami. JeI's links to terror and its effort in spreading Islamic terror is well documented across the globe now. The 1971 Bangladesh mass genocide is regarded as one of the most notorious
crimes against humanity in which 30 lakh people were killed and 1 crore people displaced in wake of the terror perpetrated by the Jamaat-e-Islami, Pakistani army Razakaar and Al-Badr, two local paramilitary
groups that collaborated with the Pakistan army. For many years now, Bangladesh has been actively pursuing the prosecution of individuals implicated as war criminals for their involvement in acts of terror
against the civilian population. Despite these efforts, a considerable number of Jamaat-e-Islami members, originating from both Bangladesh and Pakistan, have managed to evade justice by fleeing the country
and resettling abroad. A significant portion of them has chosen to establish their base in Western countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom. Upon assuming power in 2008, Sheikh Hasina,
the leader of the Awami League, made a commitment to establish a war crimes tribunal for prosecuting individuals involved in war crimes, with the assistance of the United Nations. Following this, she set up
the War Crimes Facts Finding Committee (WCFFC) in 2008, appointing Dr M.A. Hasan as its convenor. While the tribunal has successfully prosecuted some of the masterminds behind the war crimes, it has
encountered difficulties in bringing justice to other key figures who have sought refuge in Western countries and continue to reside there with impunity. Some of these individuals who were or are now staying
in the US and UK are: CHOWDHURY MUEEN UDDIN Chowdhury Mueen Uddin is a former Al-Badr leader, who has been complicit in the mass genocide, lives in the UK. In 2013, he was indicted in absentia
by Bangladesh's special war crimes court for crimes against humanity, pertaining to the murder of 18 individuals during the final month of the Bangladesh Liberation War in 1971. Chowdhury has denied all
accusations and instead claims to be a journalist. He admits to being part of the student wing of the Jamaate-Islami Bangladesh in 1971. Worthwhile to note that Razakaar, Al Badr, and AlShams were drawn
from the student wing of Jamaate-Islami. He claims to have settled in the UK in 1973, almost two years after Bangladesh gained independence. Despite enough witness accounts, presented by Bangladesh, he
has not been extradited and continues to be a citizen of the UK. Despite his dubious background, he has managed to get asylum from the UK government. After settling in the UK, he set up scores of
organisations including the Muslim Council of Britain (MCB). He also founded the Islamic Forum of Europe (IEF), which is known as the European wing of Jamaat-e-Islami. He was also director of the Islamic
Foundation between 1995 and 2005, which was founded by Khurshid Ahmed. He also helped set up "Muslim Aid" in the UK, which later expanded to various countries including the United States, Australia,
and Canada. In March 2010, Muslim Aid was found to have funded eight organisations linked to the terror groups Hamas and Palestine Islamic Jihad. Muslim Aid had previously been accused by Spain of
financing Mujahideen fighters in Bosnia. ASHRAFUZ ZAMAN KHAN Ashrafuz Zaman Khan was born in East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) and became an imam. He is a Pakistani Bengali American and one of
the convicted masterminds of the 1971 killing of Bangladeshi civilians. After the war, he fled the United Kingdom and became a member of Radio Pakistan. He was responsible for shooting 7 teachers of Dhaka
University in the killing zones of Mirpur while he was a commander of the Al Badr militia. The International Crimes Tribunal in 2013 found him to be the "Chief Executor" of the Al Badr force. Later, he went to
the US and became a US citizen and resided in the Jamaica region of New York. Since 2019, he has been associated with Pakistan's Jamaat-eIslami's US wing—Islamic Circle of North America (ICNA) (since
1989), and also led their Queens, New York City branch. ICNA is a notorious group with several chapters across the US. The group has a colourful history of supporting terrorism including glorifying Hizbul
Mujahideen commander and Al Badr founder, Syed Salahuddin. ICNA masquerades as a human rights advocacy group to run anti-India campaigns alongside the Jamaat-backed anti-India lobbying groups in
the US. In other words, ICNA is essentially run by Pakistan's Jamaat-e-Islami in the garb of "activism". ICNA's charity front, "Helping Hand for Relief & Development" (HHRD) has been given financial support
by the United States Agency of International Development (USAID) in the past. In 2021, USAID gave HHRD US$110,000 and 50% of its employees have been based in Pakistan. The group has proven links
with radical and terror fronts including Lashkar-e-Tayyaba and Jamaat-e-Islami. Furthermore, Ashrafuz Zaman Khan is the founding member of another USbased Jamaat front, "Burma Task Force (BTF)". The
group has been exposed for working closely with the United States Commission for International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) to lobby the commission against India by paying US$267K between 2018 and
2020. As a result, USCIRF blacklisted India consecutively for all these years. In 2013, he was sentenced to death in absentia alongside Chowdhury Mueen Uddin for abducting and killing 18 people—nine Dhaka
University teachers, six journalists and three physicians—in December 1971. He continues to live in the US with impunity. KHURRAM JHA MURAD Khurram Jha Murad was the translator and interpreter of
Mawlana Maududi (founder of Jamaat-e-Islami), who was complicit in the genocide of Bangladeshis in 1971, is looked upon as a great leader by the US wing of Jamaat-eIslami. In an interview in 2013, Jamaat-
e-Islami founder's son Syed Haider Farooq Mawdudi revealed that Murad was superior to Al Badr leader Motiur Rahman Nizami and went by the name Khurrad "Jha" Murad. As per one of the commission
reports, he killed 15 Bengali individuals just to check whether his three-not-three rifle इस शब्द का अथर् जािनये was working or not. After escaping from Bangladesh in 1971, Murad went to the UK and became trustee,
and director general of the Islamic Foundation in Leicester, UK. Islamic Foundation was founded by Khurshid Ahmed, a former Pakistan Jamaat-eIslami member, and father of modern Islamic economics.
Islamic Foundation has also been regarded as a UKbased think-tank of Jamaate-Islami. He died on 19 December 1996, in Leicester, United Kingdom. The Murad dynasty is spread in both the US and the UK.
His son Ahmed Murad held the position of Vice President at Jamaat's US' multimedia wing, Sound Vision until 2012. Murad Senior's other son Farooq Salman Murad, was the chairman of Muslim Aid (UK) and
one of the trustees of Muslim Aid Pakistan. MOTIUR RAHMAN NIZAMI Motiur Rahman Nizami was the head of the Jamaat-e-Islami party and a minister in a coalition government until October 2006. In a
case filed by a former Bangladeshi freedom fighter, Nizami was accused along with 12 others of helping the Pakistani army plan mass killings in which thousands of villagers died. Nizami was the fifth such
convict, who was hanged after being awarded with death sentence by the International Crimes Tribunal, Bangladesh (ICTB). In 2016, he was posthumously awarded by the ICNA for his lifetime contribution to
Islam and his role in 1971. CLOSE LINKS Interestingly, the close links between these people and their overall masters who control them while sitting in Pakistan can also be made out by analysing the network
of Toby Cadman, a London based lawyer. Cadman, who is the co-founder of a law firm, was serving as Counsel to the government of Pakistan in 2020. Cadman also represented Chowdhury Mueen Uddin (JeI
Bangladesh), another 1971 Bangladesh war criminal and Al-Badr member, for his role in the killing of 18 people during the 1971 liberation war. In 2011, Toby was defending JeI Bangladesh and 1971 war
criminals like Motiur Rahman Nizami. Cadman strongly opposed the extradition and hanging of Motiur Rahman Nizami. In January 2023, Toby Cadman's UK-based "Guernica 37" firm filed a case against
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath in the Swiss Court, ahead of his planned visit to the World Economic Forum event. Toby Cadman has a history of working for the Muslim Brotherhood, Jamaat-
eIslami criminals, Dawood Ibrahim Company members, and even the Pakistan government. In 2019, Toby Cadman led the defence of Jabir Moti, who was accused of money laundering for $1.4-million from
narcotics smuggling and syndicate crime. Jabir is a senior member of the D Company and aide of the 1993 Mumbai blast accused, Dawood Ibrahim. The man who stood as a guarantor for Moti in the court,
Mumtaz Khan, who also goes by the name of Taz Khan in January 2022, was in January 2022 awarded the MBE, or Member of the Order of the British Empire—the third highest civilian award of the United
Kingdom, which shows the clout enjoyed by the radicals in UK. not free or fair.  

War crimes trial against Thakurgaon's Abed at final stage (Bangladesh Sangbad Sangstha) December 26, 2023

The International Criminal Tribunal has fixed January 22 as the day for the defendants to present arguments for Abed Hossain in the case of crimes
against humanity committed during the Liberation War.

The order was passed recently by a three-member judicial panel headed by the chairman of the tribunal, Justice M Shahinur Islam. The arguments of the state have already been completed. The judgment of the
case will be given after the presentation of arguments of the defendants in the last phase of the trial. The accused Abed Hossain, son of Abu Taiyab of Bobra area under Baliadangi police station in Thakurgaon,
was accused of committing multiple crimes against humanity from May to November 22 during the liberation war in 1971. Rezia Sultana, prosecutor of the case told BSS that, a total of nine people, including the
investigating officer (IO), have testified in this case. The investigation began on July 29, 2018, and the report against the accused was submitted on August 8, 2019. Hossain was arrested on June 25, 2019.

War crimes convict Ukil Uddin dies in custody at Dhaka hospital (BDNews24) December 27, 2023

Ukil Uddin Sheikh, a death-row inmate convicted of committing war crimes during the 1971 Liberation War in Bagerhat, has died at a Dhaka hospital
at the age of 77.

He was behind bars at Dhaka Central Jail in Keraniganj and taken to Dhaka Medical College Hospital due to illness seven days ago. He breathed his last while undergoing treatment at the hospital around 1 am
on Wednesday, said senior jail superintendent Subhash Kumar Ghosh. The inmate's ID number was 819/A at Keraniganj prison. He was a native of Bagerhat's Morrelganj Upazila. On Nov 30, seven people,
including Ukil, were sentenced to death for crimes against humanity committed during the Liberation War. Ukil was present in court along with two other convicts during the delivery of the verdict. The court
ruled that all seven of the charges against the criminals—including rape and murder—were proven true.
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War Crimes Investigation in Myanmar

Myanmar: Military should be investigated for war crimes in response to 'Operation 1027' (Amnesty International) December 21, 2023

Myanmar's military has unlawfully killed, arbitrarily detained and stolen from civilians as it struggles to contain the heaviest outburst of armed
resistance since the 2021 coup, Amnesty International said today.

Drawing on interviews with 10 civilians from Pauktaw township in Rakhine State and analyses of photographs, video material and satellite imagery, Amnesty International has documented likely indiscriminate
attacks against civilians and civilian objects as well as, in northern Shan State, the use of banned cluster munitions, all of which should be investigated as war crimes. "The Myanmar military has a blood-stained
résumé of indiscriminate attacks with devastating consequences for civilians, and its brutal response to a major offensive by armed groups fits a longstanding pattern," said Matt Wells, Director of Amnesty
International's Crisis Response Programme. "Nearly three years after the coup, the suffering of civilians across Myanmar shows no signs of easing, even as the issue has largely fallen off the international
agenda." Hostilities have significantly escalated since 27 October 2023, when three ethnic armed organizations — the Arakan Army, the Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army, and the Ta'ang National
Liberation Army — launched coordinated attacks on military posts on the country's northeastern border with China, in an offensive known as 'Operation 1027'. Other armed groups fighting the military have
increased their operations as well, collectively seizing territory and military posts and capturing soldiers. The fighting represents the heaviest clashes since the coup, according to the UN. As of 15 December, the
UN said the violence since 27 October had reportedly killed at least 378 civilians, injured 505 more, and displaced more than 660,000 people, adding to the nearly two million already displaced across the
country. On the morning of 16 November, Myanmar's military began firing by air into Pauktaw town, Rakhine State, after the Arakan Army captured a police station. After its morning attack, the military
ordered all civilians to leave within one hour. According to Amnesty International's interviews with nine civilians present at the time and with a monk from a nearby village, most of Pauktaw's 20,000 residents
fled immediately. But at least several hundred were unable to evacuate before the military's attacks resumed that afternoon. One community worker, who helped people flee but was himself unable to evacuate
until 24 November, said many older people and people with disabilities were left behind despite local volunteers' efforts. He said: "Cars, motorbikes and other vehicles were no longer available for hire.
Everyone was struggling for their survival." Many civilians sought refuge within the Lawka Hteik Pan pagoda compound on the town's outskirts. "We thought that another plane and warships were coming, so
[my wife and I] fled our home," said a 65-year-old man. "We couldn't run far." The military attacked again on the afternoon of 16 November, firing from inside the town and the outskirts, as well as from the air
and sea, according to witnesses. Videos and photographs analyzed by Amnesty International's weapons investigator show that Mi-24 Hind helicopters fired 57mm S-5K rockets, and ships fired 40mm high-
explosive shells, into the city on 16 November. Only the Myanmar military operates those weapon systems. The use of these inaccurate weapons in populated areas raises concerns about the Myanmar military's
ability to distinguish between military targets and civilians or civilian objects. The attacks may thus be indiscriminate and, as such, should be investigated as war crimes. After the firing stopped during the
afternoon of 16 November, soldiers entered the Lawka Hteik Pan compound and arrested the people who were hiding there, according to four civilians present at the time. "I was arrested at gunpoint," said a
24-year-old woman, who had sought shelter there with her family, including a young child. "The soldiers asked me if I was a member of the AA [Arakan Army]… I couldn't say anything because I was so scared."
During the day on 16 November, three women — two teachers and a pregnant popsicle vendor — were killed while hiding inside the Lawka Hteik Pan compound, according to one person who was also taking
shelter in the compound and another person who saw the bodies. Amnesty International could not independently determine how the women were killed, but the person who saw the bodies indicated they had
gunshot wounds. The same day, a 76-year-old monk was killed in the same compound. A person who saw the body told Amnesty International the monk was killed by a strike, not gunfire. The Arakan Army has
reported that the monk was killed by a naval artillery shell. Amnesty International has not been able to independently verify that detail, including after reviewing photographs of the monk's body. That night,
soldiers forced the more than 100 civilians at the Lawka Hteik Pan compound to stay outside in the heavy rain. "Some people's hands were tied behind their backs," said the 24-year-old woman arrested at
gunpoint. "We all had to sit in the rain all night. At dawn the next day, they forced us to enter the temple [and] locked the door." A 28-year-old woman who stayed in the town with her parents said soldiers from
the Myanmar military discovered the place where they were hiding with two other families on the afternoon of 16 November, taking all the men and leaving the women and children behind after stealing their
valuables including gold, cash and mobile phones. At dawn the next morning, another group of soldiers came and arrested the rest. Soldiers also arrested a 60-year-old shopkeeper on 17 November, along with
three other people with whom he had been hiding and two other people living on his street, bringing them to the Lawka Hteik Pan compound. "They threatened that they could kill all of us," he said. Those
trapped at the Lawka Hteik Pan compound described being locked inside the prayer hall and denied food and water for two days. They also said soldiers took their mobile phones and other valuables. After two
days, the soldiers selected a handful of men to go take food from the town. "Some of the arrested men were called and forced to break into the stalls in the market and take food," said the 24-year-old woman.
The arrest and detention of persons sheltering in the Lawka Hteik Pan compound amount to arbitrary deprivation of liberty. The treatment of the detained civilians, including through denial of food and water
and exposure to extreme weather, violates the principle of humane treatment. Moreover, the stealing of civilians' private property amounts to pillage, which is prohibited under international humanitarian law
and constitutes a war crime. A community worker, who was trapped in the town after helping others to flee, said that for the first five nights he could hear repeated gunfire and explosions. He hid with four
other men in a house where they had no electricity, and their phone batteries ran out after two days. They also ran low on food and bottled water. "Some days we didn't eat, and we slept in fear," he said. At
dawn on 24 November, he escaped to a nearby village. "[The military] has blocked any aid for IDPs [internally displaced persons] and prices are also skyrocketing," he said. He said there had been severe health
consequences for some displaced people, especially older people and young children, as they lacked adequate shelter and blankets during the heavy rain. On 21 November, the Arakan Army drove military forces
out of Pauktaw and evacuated the captives from the Lawka Hteik Pan compound. Witnesses said that, as they escaped, the military fired on the town. "We had to run away through those bombardments," said
the 28-year-old woman who had been held in the temple and is now sheltering in a nearby village. "I feel that I am safer now than before. However, we can still see our Pauktaw town burning with smoke after
being bombarded." In the following days, the military continued to fire on civilian infrastructure in Pauktaw from the sea and air. Amnesty International reviewed satellite imagery of Pauktaw, though high-
resolution imagery coverage is limited. A clear image captured on 01 December 2023 shows multiple areas with extensive burning, damage and destruction, including a probable market, probable civilian
homes and areas around religious sites. In addition, the false-colour, near-infrared satellite imagery shows major destruction to buildings within a hospital compound and a crater nearby. The level of
destruction and the size of the nearby crater suggest this damage was likely the result of air strikes. Imagery indicates the destruction occurred between 21 and 23 November. Amnesty International also
documented an attack on Namkham township in northern Shan State. Late in the evening of 01 December 2023 or very early on 02 December, the Myanmar military conducted an air strike on Namkham using
bombs that were most likely cluster munitions. Cluster munitions are internationally banned as they are inherently indiscriminate, and their use constitutes a war crime. Amnesty International's weapons
investigator analyzed five photographs of ordnance scrap recovered at the scene, and identified the remains of a cluster munitions dispenser. In addition, two videos provided to Amnesty International, and
confirmed by the organization's Crisis Evidence Lab as newly posted online, show the moment of the attack. After the sound of a passing jet aircraft, there are approximately 10 detonations in a line over the
course of three seconds. The videos are dark, as the attack was at night, but the aircraft use and pattern of detonations are consistent with the deployment of air-dropped cluster munitions. According to a report
by the Ta'ang National Liberation Army, the attack killed one local resident, injured five others, and damaged some homes. The tail kit, exposed electronics, and internal plumbing of the dispenser scrap in the
photographs match the remnants of previous cluster munitions used in attacks by the Myanmar military. Amnesty International has documented the military's unlawful use of cluster munitions in attacks on a
community gathering in a school in Mindat township in Chin State on 02 July 2022, on a village in Demoso township in Kayah State on 13 April 2022, and during fighting in Kayin State on 10 April 2022. "As
the world stands by, the Myanmar military is again showing the brutality it unleashes on civilians. The UN Security Council must urgently impose an arms embargo to protect civilians from further catastrophe,"
said Matt Wells. "The military's impunity must finally end. We reiterate our call to refer the situation in Myanmar to the International Criminal Court and bring the perpetrators of crimes under international
law to justice."

Myanmar: Military Burned More Than 440 Bodies Over 19-Month Period (Eurasia Review) December 27, 2023

More than 440 bodies, mostly those of civilians, were burned by ruling junta forces across Myanmar between March 2022 and September 2023,
according to a report by a U.K.-based nonprofit group dedicated to exposing human rights abuses and war crimes.

The report from the Centre for Information Resilience, or CIR, said the military regime's soldiers have routinely set villages ablaze and torched civilians — including some believed to be burned alive — amid the
ongoing conflict with anti-junta forces to spread fear and control the population. The report, issued on Dec. 24, the second anniversary of a Christmas Eve massacre in Kayah state, was based on information
from local media reports and user-generated content compiled by the Myanmar Witness project which has monitored and documented human rights violations in Myanmar since the coup. At that massacre two
years ago, Myanmar army soldiers killed at least 35 civilians, including women and children, and burned their bodies near a village called Moso, Radio Free Asia reported. The number was later increased to 50
civilians. Despite clear evidence and witness accounts pointing to national troops as the perpetrators, Myanmar's military junta, which seized power from an elected government in a February 2021 coup, denied
responsibility for the killings and blamed local resistance forces. Matt Lawrence, director of the Myanmar Witness project, called the incidents "another horrific dimension to the impact of the conflict on the
people of Myanmar." Grisly images Investigators relied on local media reports and user-generated content to determine how many civilians were burned during the 19-month period, using photos and videos
from social media platforms. In one instance, the photos and videos allowed investigators to identify the burned bodies of 150 victims, including what appeared to be the charred bodies of children, and corpses
of others stacked before being set ablaze, the report said. "Who these individuals were, and how they ended up here, is far less clear, but open source evidence suggests that some were burnt alive, while others
were burnt after death or as a result of an artillery or air strike." CRI said. Most of the burnings occurred in northwestern Myanmar's Sagaing region, a hotbed of armed resistance to the junta, but the report did
not specify whether civilians there were burned after being killed or burned to death before they died. A local resident said that when the junta troops raided the villages and set fire to their homes during the
clearance operations, some elderly people who could not escape were also burned to death. During a raid of Mu Gyi in Sagaing region on Nov. 24, 2022, about 100 Myanmar soldiers burned down nearly 200
houses killing about six people, said a resident, who did not want to be named for security reasons. Among them was 80-year-old Aye Yin, who died because she could not escape. "The junta troops raided the
village and torched houses owned by people who had connections to members of People's Defense Forces," said the resident, referring to local armed resistance fighters. "The fire spread and burned down other
houses." Seeking justice The greatest number of civilians burned in a single incident occurred during the December 2021 attack in Kayah state's Moso village. Zue Padonmar, one of the secretaries of the
Karenni State Interim Executive Council, said local officials tried to take action against the military, which had committed the mass killings but still enjoyed impunity. "We talked to international organizations
to find ways to punish this army, especially for committing these war crimes [and] genocide, and in order to not support the mechanisms of the military council. We also continuously recorded accounts about
the perpetrators." Those who burned civilians to death or burned dead bodies should receive capital punishment, some Burmese legal experts said. Because the acts are war crimes, top military leaders and
commanders should be prosecuted by the International Criminal Court, said Kyee Myint, a veteran high court lawyer. "The people who gave the orders will be sent to jail, [and] the rest will be tried under
domestic law," he told RFA. "Burning people alive is an international crime." RFA's calls to junta spokesman Maj. Gen. Zaw Min Tun for comment went unanswered on Tuesday.
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